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ABSTRACT

The atudy on the Thesis subject matter Was initiated beeause it was
asaumed that serious noise problem exists in industries of Bangladesh
and that the matter required scientific investigation to be followed
up by formulation of architectural measures, among others to tackle
the assume problem.

The present study and investigation involved the following areas of
concern in connection with the industrial noise SCene in Bangladesh:

i Review of the effects of noise On man in general and On
industrial workers in particular.

Ii "'61i':I."\\1 of .h.,theories and,practices of noise control in
the industrie e.

iii Review of the laws, regulatione and codee' of practicee for
induetrial noise Control prevailingin different countriea.

iv Caae studiee of aOme eelected indue tries ~n Dhaka involving
measurements of dBA levels in a systematic manner covering the
work areas in them and comparing these values with internationally
recommended levels.

v Recording the noise of a selected industry On a Tape Recorder
and subaequently analysing the recorded material in the
laboratory with the help of a Frequency Analyzer.

vi FormulationB e,foptions for noise control measurea from an
architectural point of view in the industriee of Bangladesh on a
broad and general basia with particular emphasis on the use of
local materials and construction techniques.
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PART - I
INTRODUCTION. THE PROBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION AND THE
APPROACH TO INVESTIGATION

1



1:1 NOISE IN THE ENVIRONMEriT AND ITS EFFECTS ON MAN

Man is constantl)' engulfed in the field of sound. From the day
of his birth till his death, man is continuously exposed to an
array of sound sensations. Many hours of joy. moments of
anxiety, periods of annoyance and displeasure are caused by
sound. In fact, sound is SO commOn an everyday affair that we
take its presence as inevitable, its effect on us as obvious
and its performance aa guaranteed.

Man in constantly aware of the sonic environment surrounding him.
Some of the sounds are useful (Speech, music, etc.) while some
are disturbing and still others which are harmful (traffic noise,
noise from machinery, etc.).

Exactly what is noise ? Several dictioneries will define noise
a6 "any 60und" but we know better. Almost from childhood, a man
is able to distinguish between thosesounde he readily accepts
and others which are irritating, disturbing, annoying. The latter
are called noise. Fhysicists describe noise as a collection of
chaotic 60und which we perceive through our orgsn of hearing(ear).
Littre definee noise as a "confu sed mixture 0 f 60und". According
to Bruel & Kjaer, noise are sound6 which are unwanted and
unpleasant. Many acousticians like to refer to noise as
"meaningless sound". The 1LO definition lays emphasis -on the
health hazards of the noise environment. The 1LO Code of
Practice for protection of workers against noise in the working
environment 6tates that "noise" covers all sound which can
re6ult in the hearing impairment or be hsrmful to health or
otherwise dangerous. Noise is also any disagreeable Bound. Noise
has also been defined as a class of sounds, generally of a
random nature, whiCh do not maintain integral mathematical
multiple relationship between its frequency components.

2
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Not all noises are harmful to man. The very fact that it is
often defined as "unwanted sound" establishes its subjective

II IIquality. The desirable high level sound of a pop band to a
youngster may be intolerable and, therefore, noisy to anotber
whose interests are centred around the softer compositions of the
Masters. Creaking of a door is by all means noise but not
harmful to the body except the mental annoyance that it createa.
High level Bounds, desirable or undesirable, are harmful to the
bOdy as a number of autonomic functions begin to take effect as
sound reaches above 70 dB. Workers in noisy factories are almoat
always exposed to sound above this level.

Researchers have termed as noise those sounds which are
interfering, inappropriate, intermittant, unfamiliar. meaningless
and of course, loud. A man reading a newspaper may not find the
noise of a train disturbing or annoying but the same noise will
definitely interfere with the speech of a person who is trying to
converse. The crackling sound of chocolate wrappers in a cinema
hall and tho whispered coversation in a quiet envirol~ent are
all very distracting because of their inappropriateness and are
termed as noise although the levels of these sounds are very
minimal. People are bothered by intermittant sound because they
do not know when the sound will strike again and thereby, he can
neither adjust to it nor ignore it. The noise of the thunder on a
cloudy day is thus bothersome. Sound heard for the first time may
appear to be noise-like. There are examples of many musical
classics which were rejected and booed by the public during their
premier expositions. Thus, one may conclude that people are upset
by unfamiliar sounds and they appear to be noises. Songs in a
foreign language -appear to be noises because of their unfamiliarity.
It is only too well known that electronic music often exudes similar
responss. Meaningless sound can be very irritating and dictioneries
often define noise as "a clasS of sounds which do not exhibit
clearly defined frequency componente".
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Undesired sound such as a singing television co~mercial appear to
be noisy to man;r although the frequencies in it are well defined.
"Sound that doe,5 not have a stable and well-defined pattern of
frequency or rh;ythm, and parsists for more than a short period of
time. is disturbing to most people bec"use of its apparent
senselessness.".

The above examples; exhibit the psychological effects of sound On

the human mind. Mc.st of their effects depend on the situations
under which they a,reheard. But. there are some sounds which are
disturbing i.nthemselves under any circumstances. The scratching
of the fingernaile; on a blackboard falls in this class. High-
pitched tones tend to be more irritating as the ear is more
sensitive to them.

Loudness of a sound forms the largest singular factor why a
particular sound should be termed as noise. Almost anybody will
say that sound above a certain level is noisy and ~hereby
disturbing. In a survey of reactions to airoplane noise, only 37%
of the subjects interviewed reported annoyance when the sound level
was 60 decibels. However, when the intensity of the noise was
increased hundredfold to 79 decibels, 88% of the same subjects
reported irritation. (1) Undoubtedly, all the subjects would reapond
positively to being irritated if the aeroplanec noise was increaaed
still further.

Man Can be annoyed by sounds of any level depending largely on his
preparedness. According to the Conservation Foundation (USA), Man's
Threshold of Annoy"nce is from 50 - 90 dB. It is alarming to note
by what amount of annoying noises we are surrounded when we measure
the sound levels of a noisy sports car or truck (90 dB), a land
power mower (107 dB), a riveter (130 rlB), a jet plane on tRke-off
(150 dB), a typewriter (65 dB). an electri.c kettle (80 dB), etc.(2)
However. perception IlOdresponse are affected not only by the

(1) Sound and Hearing, LIFE Science Library by Stevens.
Warehofsky, Editors of LIFE

(2) Article in Readers Digest, March 1970 by James Steuart
Gordon, psge 113.
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loudness, picth and duration of the sounds, but also by the.
hesrer's o"'n physical and mental condit:l.on.

Dr. Gerd Jansen (1) in 1960, then with the Max f-lanck Institute,
Dortmund, '.est Germany, after testing 665 work.ers working in the
noisiest conditions and 340 in quiet jobs, descovered that the
body's autonomic nervous system beings to react at 70 dB (equivalent to
the sound of a vacum cleaner or of traffic.on a relatively quiet
city street). The nervous system regulates such involuntary
responses as heartbeat, temperature, digestion and respiratl.on.
At around 70 dB level of sound, the diastolic blood pressure is
raised aud the heart receives a rationed supply of blood because
the arteries are constricted. As sound level increases, the
situation worsens with more serious effects taking place such as
the dilation of the pupils, drying of the mouth and tongue, loss of
skin colour, contraction of the muscles of leg, abdomen and chest,
sudden excessive production of adrenaline, stoppage of the flow
of gastric juices and excitation of tIle heart. The above-
mentioned effects are automatic, unaffected by the subject's
health, annoyance or his familiarity with noise on the job.

Dr. Jansen and Dr. Gunther Lehmen, (2) among others, used electro-
cardiographs and electroencephalographs to demonstrate that bursts
of sounds - as low as 55 dB and not loud enough to wake the
sleeper - are recorded by the brain. And, to make matters worse,
the autonomic nervous system reacts On the sleeper just as it does
when the subject is awake. Our body is designed to adapt with time to
most environmental changes but it ahows no sign of any ability to
become used to noise either while the hearer is awake or sleeping.

-----_._-----_._--
(1) Dr. Gerd Jansen was with the Max Planck Institute,

Dortmund, West Germnay
(2) Article in Readers' Digeet, March 1970 by James Steward

Gordon, page 113
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Immediate damage to hearing can be caused by a noise of 150 dB.
According to Burns, (1) Risk of Deafness in sound pressure level
varies with frequency. At lower frequencies, it is possible to
withstand louder noises with the Same risk of deafness as at higher
frequencies with lower sound levels. Burns has. given minimum apl
values, in specific frequency bands. which should not be exceeded
if permanent deafuess is to be avoided. The values only apply to
broad band, steady noise, to which persons are ex?osed for the
whole working day. five days a week. See figure 01.

The sound press'ure level may be eXceeded if the exposure duration
is reduced. It ie also probable that the minimum levels showll in
-the figure may be reduced further if the noi6e is not more or less
continuou6, but instead contains ooe or more strong discrete
frequencies.

ACCording to many,' nOise loud enough to cau se immediate damage to
hearing will hardly occur in buildings. However, prOlonged exposure
to loud noises can cause damage as is the Cases in factories. plant
rooms and discotheques. It is usually Suggested that a worker should
be exposed to a maximum of gOdBA (2) for not more than eight hours
per working day. If the duration of exposure is reduced, a higher
noise level is permissible. For each halving of exposure-time, an
additional 3 dB is permiSsible. See figure 02.

Many of the noises likely to Cause damage are not continuous. For
example, machin'~ry in a factor,)'may be put on and off several
times during th,~working. To rate this sitUation, Leq with a target
max. of go dBAfor an eight-hours day can be used. Leq is calculated
(from Figure 03) after summing the periods when the machinery is on.

---------------------------------------------
(1) Accoustics Noise and Buildings by Parkin and Humphreys
(2) According to International Standards Organisation and

Occupational Safety & Health Administration.
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dt

P (t)
A---
Po

1
T

Leq is given by 10 10&10

Leq is the h-weighted energy mean of the noise level averaged over

the measurement period. It can be considered as the continuous

noise which would have the same total A-weighted acoustical energy

as the real fluctuating noise measured over the same period of time.

2

where T : total measurewent time

PACt) ; A-weighted instantaneous acoustic pressure.

P : reference acoustic pressure (20 p)o a

Loud sounds, beEiides being potentialy dangerous us a cause of

damage of hearino' have other physical "ffects. Sounds of 140 decibels

(military jet at take-off) produce a number of unpleasant bodily

seneations: a f.'eling of vibration inside the head, sever pain in

the !riddle ear, loss of equilibrium. nausea. Sudden sounds at a much

lower level (the' sound of a firecracker) produce a startle reaction

i.e. the body's complex response to an emergency. The blood pressure

and the pulse-re,te aceelerate, the muscles contract, perspiration

increases, the flow of saliva and gastric juices is drastically

reduced, digestion ceases. However, On repeated exposures, these

responses tend to wear off.

Noise produces n,an:r physical and psychological reactions that

have nothing to de. with hearing. 1'he most. familiar Of. these is

the so-called startle reaction caused by a sudden, unexpected

noise. The head jerks forward. the face tightens into a gr:illiace,

the heartbest quic]<ens, breath comea in short intervala. gaaps,

the blood augar increases and the muscles tense from head to

knees in a reaction that lasts less than a second. There is more

to it. Continuous exposure to any stearty. moderately loud noise

containin~ a broad range of frequencies (such a8 radio static)

tends to constrict the blood vessels of the skin Rnd may effect

vision. There are also indications that steady noise upsets the

body's metabolism by increasing adrenal-gland activity.
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The world is having to pay for the rapid progress it made during
the last few decades. No doubt it is a far healthier and
happier place to live in than it WBS a mere 50 years ago but
along with the happiness and comfort came pOllution of water and
the air, the hazards of nuclear explosion end. of course, noise.
Un-wanted sound or noise in the everyday life is relatively
harmless but deeply disturbing. The noise in the industries are
usually of such high levels thet not only are they disturbing
but they are also harmful to the workers. The situation is so
alarming that modern man is bound to do -something about this
harmful by-product of his technology. Noise everywhere is a
growing national health prOblem. Most of the developing
nations including Bangladesh are yet to grasp its reality.
Steps taken by developed countries to atop the noiae-nuisance
include setting up of realistic health standards that are enforceable
by laws and codes. This also means redesigning the noiay machinery
and equipment, which will mean additional cost. But, "public
health i5 above allY economic consideration". ( , ) The Booner we
realise this, bopo for the lot of mankind will be that much
sooner.

(1) Law in the industrial city af Dartmund. West Germany.
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Industrial workers in any country porpaps form the largest single
group which is e~~osed to the hazards of high levels of sound or
noise. The proble1aJis of grave nature in the developed nations
whore life is great17 mechanised, industries are many in number,
large in size and noisy in character. In a developing country.
like Bangladeab the nature of the problem may not be a8 sori.ous
as that in the industrially - advanced nations. However, in the
handful of industries that we have and for the fe" thousand
workers who toil in them, noise is of sufficient high level to
merit attention from architects, engineers and other professionals
concerned with Industrial architecture.

In the industrially developed nations, more and more factory
owners are becoming aware of the effects of harmful noise and
are taking measures to protect their WOrkers with insulated
booths, earplugs, e6,rmuffs, etc. This is positively different
from the situation in Bangladesh where, most unfortunately, even
the workers are not aware about the risk of damage to hearing
loss that theytak~ each day they go to work. The aim of the steps
adopted by the factories in the developed nations is to preserve
the hearing of workers exposed to high level on-the-job noise.
It is alarming to know that 60% of such workers will be hard of
hearing by age 65. Protective measures do a whole lot of good. The
ear muffs ruduce the noise reaching tho ear by ae much as 20dB.

The noise problem in the industries is three-fold:

a requirement to ensure reasonable condition for the
individual worker who is making the noise either
m6lJluallyor by his machine.

b protection of other workers eit~er within the
immediate vicinity of the noise source or at
some distance and possibly in some other room.

c protection of the surrounding properly from the
noise created in the factory.



Protection of workers from genGral noise. not necessarily of
their own making can be tackled in two waye.

1 1

a

b

General introduction 0 f Ciound-absorbant materials
can nearly always bring about small but significant
reductions in the overall sound levels.

Intruduction of partial or complete scroening either
of the mliUlwho n.lIdsquiet or of thllmachine making
the noise. The latter is mora effective.

Different typos of industries are characterized generally by
different average 110iselevels. It is possibleta categorize the
industries illgenelralin relation to the average noise levels in
which their worker,s carry out work. Such a categorizati.on haa
been done here as :follo.s

a Work earlriedout in noise below 85 dB: (1) Knit ting and
sewing \Y1)rkshops;paper. biscuit and chocolate
factories; printi.ng and ceramic industries; typing
offices; urban tr~nsport vehicles, ate.

b Work car:riedout in noise of 85-100 dB: lathes,
milling IDachines and other mechanical workshops; looms
in text~le factories; workshops using compressed air
~pparatu8; electric drills; mechanical saws,etc.

c Work carried out in noise of 100-115 dBI ServIcing
large machine tOOls; in boiler rooms; illtinplate
workshops; forges, crushing mills, rolling mills,
workshops manufacturing nails; certain types of
pneumatic drills, etc.

d Work carried out in noise of 115-1}O dB: Heavy pneumatic
drills; hydraulic presseo; aircraft engines with pistons
and small turbo motors; large compressors; large diesel
engines; turbines; transatlantic liners" sirens,etc.

(1) Noise and Vibration in th;, Worldng Environment:lLO



e Work carried .?ut close to tho source of noiso of
130-160 dB: In tho vicinity of large aircraft turbo-
engines; gun explosions! running jet engines, etc.

During the launching of Saturn V rockets and also during
explosions of an IItoo,bomb tholnoille exceeds 160-174 dB.
li is possible t.ojSeIleralizethe problems for at least particular
types of industries. For instance, that h~ levels of sound
(exceedin« 90 dB(.A.)for 8-hour expoaure) aJ"einjurious to ono's
body and that it i.nelucosauditivs and extr_auditive diseases io
true for any work.~ in any industry. But, solutions to these
problems can hardly be generalized. Each industry has its own set
of machinery! the set-up is different; the size, shape and
form of thespllce is different and even materials and methods of
construction is different from one another. And, 011 these
play a significant role in the formulation of a noise control
proceduro. Thus, each industry has to be tackled individually!
the analysis of the noiso scene being carried out to the necessary
details.

Industries will COntinUe to be noisy as it i. very much unlikely
that the manufacturer. will be able to prodUce "silent" machines.
Th. effect that such noisy industrial environment has on the
induetrial workers .Ul be universal. The /iSearchfor noiee
control possibUities by different means and methods should
continue unabated until a "quiet" working environment can be
aneured for each worker everywhere.

12
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Hardly any humanitarian thought ia given towards the improvement..
Of working conditions albeit the lot of the workers. As

elsewhere, industrial workers in Bangladeah form the largest

single group which is exposed to the hazuds of noiae. The situa-
tion hare ia doubly alarming because workers in Bangladesh as

in most developing countries are totally unaware, unlike their

oounterparts in developsd nations, of the dangers ot working
continuoualy in a noisy environment. And 80, unknowingly and

innocently, workers in Bangladesh
continue to be expOsed to harmful levels of noise. The owner. of
industries and the aanageJllent here cannot be charged of

intentionally maltreating their _ployee. by way of exposing

thelll to the harmful noi.e because they are no more awar. about

noi •• and its ettects than the humblo worker. No government
regulations existj the ILO Code of Practice is not practised
anywhere in Banglatiesh. The tew in the high ec:helon of power
who, from villlits.abroad or frOlll ILOpllblicationa, are in a

position to a8se8S that Our workers are beiDg exposed to the

dangers of harmfUl noise levels chooae to remai.n silent; quite
an irony despi to all the nOise.

The body'a autonomic fUDctiona began to reac:t adversely in
preaenc:e ot sound (or noise) levels above 70 dB(A). Most

industrie. in Bangladeah contribute to a background noise of

60-65 dB(.~) outside the four walls ot the factory proIler. The

situation inside ':an well be imagined. Sound,ll•.ike heat and

cold or several other sensation., does not get adapted with time
and acts on the .humanbody irrespective of race, sex or age.

Obvioualy, aged p,.ople are more susceptible to noise-induc:ed

diseas.... Thus, a Bugladeabi workers would be aa much in danger

13



of all the Doise-induced physiological and psychological effects
OD his body as his counterpart anywhere el.e in the world. If it
is noise and its relation to lIaD, the effect would be same
everywhere. And so, if the workers in the developed nations need
protection from noise, eo do our lien in TODgi and Khalieh"ur.

Bangladesh is DOt an industrially based nation. We have from time
immellorial laid more stress on agriculture. However, the number of
industries is increasing annually.(1) There are eeveral induetrial
townships in the country namely Tongi, Khalishpur, Narayanganj,
eto. Besides, we have innumerous small-scale workshOps in most
dietriot towns and a sizeable number of workers in this seotor are
often exposed to very high levels of impact noiee, if not eteady
level of harmful noise.

A general survey would be enough to oonvince one that noise levels
in ••any industries in Bangladosh are above acoeptable standards
with respect to the laws in force in the developed nations. In
Bangladesh, there are no la.e, regulatione or Codes of practice
pertaining to the level of allowable noise in the industries. The
present llituation ie that everything i.eallowed. But, then none
is aware of the havoc that noise is actually playing. It is also
with this noble intention that study in this field has besn
undertaken to open the eyes of the workers, ownors, government
officials, trade unionists, etc. that our workers need to be
protected from the hazards of high-level noise in our industries.

A poor nation like Bangladesh need not shy away from attempting
to protect its workers from the bad effects of noise on the
pretext of its eCOnomic difficulties because such an effort may
not be expensive. Low-cost noise control systems are in vogue in
Many countries and there are some aystems which can also reduce
operating costs. For example, Job rotation can be practised with
several workers ahari.ng the work-load in a noisy area one by one

._-_._---_.- --_._------
(1) Statistioal Year Book,Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics.

14
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aa the rest keep on working in quieter zonee for reat of the day.
Reducing air pressure to required level from the unnecessary high
level also help to drop noise levele. TllillwOllld alliO lIave energy
which means that noise. control by this method would alliO reduce
operating costs. Tighteaing loose parts in machines, rsplacing
ineffective vibration isolation mounts, etc. can also reduce noise
and they are not at all expensive. Furthermore in the context of
the prevailing SUulLtion in our country, the planning, design and
construction of the industrial buildings can be improved
considerably withou1t extra-ordinary increase of cost. Thus, it is
not aecessary for U'iI to accept noise in all its might just because
of the apprehension that controlling it would mean extra-large
expenditure •• There i. a good possibility that our engineera,
architect., industr:ial managers and even tbe workers could .tudy
the prospects and c'ilJI1eup with methods and means that would just
suit our purpose.

Lack of awareness illthis regard is at its extreme. Industries in
Bangladesb do not bave any record of the noise level in tbeir
worlq>lace•• Workers ne,ver attribute any of their physiological or
psychological disorder's to noise. Medical officers in our industr:l.$s
do not have any record pertaining to the effect of noise on the
workers. The total subject matter is in the dark.

~ of our industries exceed the 100 dB(A) mark. And, tberefore,
there 18 bound to be all the effects tbat is inherent in this
high-level noise-human being relationship. But, 1I0ne of us seem to
care. Architects and engineers attend to such details as rainwater,
sunlight, windflow, etc. but ignore, out of sheer ignorance, the
equally important factor of noise while designing industries. Once
the industry has gone into operation, the workers without knowing
anything about it grow to accept the situation witb all its decibels.
The management is not bothered because the workers are not bothering
them. AU, 80 the bad effects of noise continlle'to take its toll
silently.



The Environment Pollution Control Board formed in April, 1977 (1)

"to provide for the control, prevention and abatement of pollution

of the enviroDlllent of Bangladesh" has thus fc:lt'failed to undertake

any study regarding industrial noise and its effect on our workers.

The question of promulgation of any lan or code ot practice does

not arise in the context ot their inactivity in this field.

The Board should by dl Ileans be the pioneer in assessing the

noiae climate in the industries, appraise the workers and all

concerned about the bad ethets ot high level noise, initiate

lawa and COdeof practice and see that the"e are enforced strictly
in our factories. The,Board should also atandardize the maxiaull

level of allowable ne,is', tor 'Iarious "orking time-periods in
concurrence with the ILl). The ignorance of the Environment

Pollution Control Bol~d about the matter speak8 volumee about
the importance Ileted Oll'tto iDdustrial noise in Bangladesh.

Ferhape a detailed ~lrvey of the workers "ould ahowthat many ot
them in Bangladesh al~e autteriDg trom the effects of noise.
Audiometric tests would reveal that manyhave incurred noise-induced

hearing loss and other associated diseases. But, it can be said

"ith conviction that if the level. ot noise exceed 90dB{A)for

eight-hour shitte, there lire bound to be many ill-eftects, the
extent ot which would be revele.d through a detailed survey of
the workers and the working conditiono in our industries.

The eftecte ot industrial noi.e and noiae in general Onman haa

already been discussed elaborately. The noi.e trom our industries
would-ha••.• the sallie effecti on our workers. It is time tor ua to

take up the matter seriously. The possible bad effects of higb-level

industrial noise must be explained to the workers and all others

(1) The Bangladeeh Gszette, April 6, 1977.
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concerned. Step8 !D~i8tbe taken to aeseS8 tile extent of damage

already haying take,n ]llace. Measures !Duet be taken to reduce

the noise-1""e1 in O~.l~ induatriee. Workers !Duet be provided

with adequate prot E.ct:Lon.Care Ilust be taken during design-stage
to consider noiee &.eIi factor of design,_ Workers must be

provided with regul.ar medical supervision by professionals.
The total awareneBe'mUBtgrow.

17



1:1+ AIMS, OBJECTIVES AN)) SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM UNDER INVESTIGATION

The broad objective of the study is to c~llect information by

noise meallurements in a systematic and adequate manner in orde~. to
understand the prevailing Industrial Noise scene and formulate
measures for Industrial Noise Control and for Hearing Conservation
Programms so as to protect workers from permanent hearing loss
in the a,Ud.1bJ.efrequency range due to exposure to high noise levels.~-

More specifically, the objectives may be enumerated as follows I

1 Measurement of Environmental Noise Level in dB(A) at
work stations throughout the industry.

2 Measurement of Environmental No1.se Level in Octave Bands
at work stations throughout the Industry.

3 Determining the time-varying noise exposure for workers.

4 Preparation of an objective and useful picture of the
prevailing industrial noise scene.

5 Formulation of Noise Control and Hearing Conservation
Programmes with emphasis on architectural solutions.

Ordinarily sound pressure level (SPL) is measured and expressed in
'decibels' (dB) i.e. one-tength of a 'bel'.idB is such a level at
which the eound is barely audible to human ear in a quite surroun-
ding. 'Decibel' is logerithmic rather than a simple arithmetic
quantity. Consequently an increase of 3 dB registers doubling of
the sound level. The dB-scale, however, does not take into account
the varying sensitivity of the ear to sounds of different
frequencies. To compensate for this deficiency, quick noise
measurements without frequency analysis may employ weighting
networks (A,B,C or D) which apprOximates the frequency response
of the human ear. The ~et ••ork approximates the frequency
response of the ear at low SPLs, the ~twork at medium SPLs
and the C-network at high SPLs' However, nowadays, only the
~!i~ 1s widely used, the measurement being expressed as dBA
because the B and C networks do not give good correlation to
subjective tests. The .!?::.:!.!t.,orJ~has recently been standardized
for aircraft noise measuremen.o.

1B



A sound is rarely a pure tone 1•.e. consieting of a single
frequency only. Most common sounds consist of a number of
frequencies lying Viit:hi.11the audible range. The sensitivity of
the human ear to souud :Ls frequency dependent; the ear illmore
sens! tive at the lIdddlclfrequencies (2 KH to 5 KR ) than it isz z
at the lower and bigtler frequencies. Also sound absorption by the
fabric of the built fonn is frequency dependent - different
materials absorbing different amounts of CIOund at different
frequencies. Therefore, the description of a sound by its sound
level (dB) only will be incomplete without a description of its
frequency content.

For a complete description of the sound, a frequency spectrum
graph would be necessary which would show the sound level (in dB)
for every octave band or third octave band measured seperately.
The Octave scale is a scale used in music. The interval of an
octave ~ the most perfect consonance in music - is produced when
the 'higher' of the two sounds contains double the number of
vibrations of the lower sound. Thus an octav_ difference between
two sounds means doubling of the frequency. The range of all
frequencies within an octave is referred to as the 'octave band'.

When measuring a sound, a 'band-pass filter' may be used in
conjunction with the sound level meter, atmitting only one octave
band at a time. With succeasive measurements the full spectrum can
be builtup by plothing the eound level measured in each octave
band in a chart called a 'Spectogram'. Third Octave band refers to
a frequency band which is one-tbirdof an octave wide. 5 Octave band
analysis in noise meaaurement is lIleantto correspond well to the
way in which the ear iteelf actually works.

Most workers do not remain at a fixed station of work throughout
the work period and I~any others are exposed to cyclical noise at
their work station. ~rhis results in a situation whereby.the said
types of workers C1xp,erience time-varying nois8 exposure( 1~)•. In
other words. these ~lid workers do not experience the same noise
level throughout the entire work period.
------------------_ ...._-------
(1) Industrial Noise Control and H6P~ing Testing Bruel & Kjaer.
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OSHA (1) limite the max1mu1l expoeure tae per 4ay. e.g. 8 hours
at 90 dB(A). If a worker works for 8 hours a 4ay, a 90 dB(A)
environment represents 100% noise dose. According to Noise Codes,
the partial exposure. that such workers receive througb out their
work period are summed up. Let us consider the following examplel
A worker performs half Of his work in a 88dB(A) environment and
the other half in a 92 dB(A) envirouaent. Since full work periods
at 88 and 92 dB(A) represente exposure of 60 and 160% respectively,
half per104e expooures are 30 and 8~ for a total period of 11~.

ISO
Noh.e Dose dB(A(

(%)

10 8,:' I
l~. n?
20 83
25 84
30 8:' 16--0
40 86 13-56
~}O 87 12--8
60 88 10--34
c;O 889-11

I~""••":';_~(~~ J,V!~~ll.

, I-I"", :, 1 ~; : 9:; . .._}-~&~.~I ,1'.;,~ ---~-i:;-'
i ~,\jr, ~!7 :< ::

I
"J'j ~P1

I
:' ~,O

Btl') I, Z' i __, I,
i ill),', ,[,[, 2--0, ;'l~'J 1('1 ,_.-.:':

I i C:J:l 101 ,. ~;
:'O,)() 1n~ ,- ":,1 ~oo 10-1 1--9,1 f,{) 1 n~) , .. (I

';000 10G o- s.:'
GaDa 107 0 "{;300 , 08 0 -40
:>()(", 1()9 0-. ].:

1Cil!()U , 1(' (, ;iii, ~ 1.;)1) , , 1 Ii ?I',
1G ~.U0 1" .G .. :'3
200(lU 1 13 O~LO
;>S00(1 , 14 o~ 17
31 :.,1'00 1 1~i 0 . 1 ~,. . P"",u,ng

.. -t-

PARTIAL
ooSEX

..1-

8 Hr I
IXJSE ".

TOTAL DOSE: t:trj.
c:.OnTltW£ Wal".'I'l

CCMPUTATION ISO

dB(A)
WORK
LOCATKJN ., TIME

INTERVIEW

EWLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE RECORD

EMPLOYEE NAME:

DATE: SIGNED:

...,._- ----
RECOMMENDATIONS

wi-nllli UMrT6.\1A.'(

~GO '{35 i 30 18
2.. I 5=--- -05-~-315 15'15--+-.,., .... i ' . 4--.- ._

"3 I 10 98 60 6
-'-1--rQS-"~ ,--':125" "'31:1-

----+---------- ~ __l. .. .__ . .
I
I

- _.- ..------------------------------ -._- -_._ .•-_.

Sample I

•• TIME
,PARTIAL ooSE" '100 X 8 Hr DOSE

Consider ths above s.lIJlIple.Noise survey are carried out
throughou t the factoiry and noise level. are measured at each WOrk
station. Then each ~Dployee is interviewed to find out st which
station ibi. "mobUe" worker works for how long a time. The.e are
noted in the rocord ':ardand his total dose in the 8-hour period i6
found out. It is of IfI'eatimportance once we know whether thi. total
dose i. within the internationally-accepted limits or not. The

(1) Occupational Safoty and Health Admini.tration (USA).
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job-interview scheme is a great aid in pointing out which stations
are the greatest contributors to the noise problem as far as the workers
are concerned and which stations should be given priority during
noise control progrilll!llDes.

A better and more effective method of calculating Noise Dose is the
use of Personal Noise Dose Meters which are miniature integrating
Sound Level Meters which are worn by the worker in his shirt pocket
or belt or on a hard hat, near the ear.

Dose, Meters measure. noise continuously and read out in percent of
maximum allowable exposure atter monitoring for eight hours. This
method is eSpecially Useful where noise levels vary unpredictably.
Where representative data can be obtained in lesa time, the
reading ean be converted to equivalent of 8-hour exposure.

Bearing Conservation Programmes empley test on workera from time
to time to identify those whO are ausceptible to loas of hearing
due to high level nOiae. Such employees are then proVided with pro-
tective .easures or are a8signed to quieter areas of work. Thia
programme has double benefit in the developed countriesl

1 It protects the workers from noise-induced
hearing loss

2 It protect a l;beemployer from having to pay up
compensati,on claims for hearing loss.

The Meallurement Sur'vey Report is one of the moat important documents
in the entira Hearj~g Conservation Programme. The report may help
to initiate coatly noiae-control investigationa, personnel rotations,
periodic hearing tests. The measurement survey report should include
the following information I



a Sketch of site abowing machine location and dimension,
worker's position and micropbone po~ition.

b Model and serial no. of sound level meter and statement
ofcaliberatlon vorification.

c Weighting network and meter damping used
d OperatOr's name and number
e Nois. level and duration
f Useful description of area, noise characteristics and

operator habits
Time, date and signaturs

The Report should be neatly filled in and maintained in the
worker's personal file.

•.

NOISE SURVEY RECORD

~~~-~._~-----:~
DATE: TIME:

---~._----- - -------~---
IN STRUM ENTATION

EMPLrlYEES NAME:

SH;F'T

'o()~N[J LEVEL dB(AJ

I (;t.ilY NOISE DOSE -I. EXPOSURE

i1,..1[JAC T NOISE ci B',

'>,:TAVE ANALYSIS IF STEADY LEVEL:

~;~:L'5163!'25_12~_I?SlQI¥~
REr~ARKS:

SKETCH

--I-+SIGN-C:
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Due to scope and time constraints, surveY13 on industries wUl be
l:1Alitedto 'l'ongiaDd Joydebpur areas. Travelling to other parte
of the country would have been helpful but the noise scene •
pertaining to industries in BaDgladesh is very much.unlikely to
vary from one area to another. It is appreciated that s further
study is necessary to confirm the above statement. Thus, the study
is limited to the industrial areas of Tong! and Joydebp.u.

This being a pioneer study of its kind, it is extremely difficult
to exude a sense of cooperation from owners of most industries who
are usually apprehensive of anything new and ul1k.nown.Thue, it
has been conv.Rient to chooae factories where access was
easy. Permission to investigate into matters relating to
industries belonging to the government is practically impossible.
Indu.stries chOsen are large and commaDd a respectful aDd important
position in theil-own fields. The n8/llesof the industries shall be
k.ept anoll1mous for obvious reasOIlS and beCAuse of commitment to
this effect to the Ownera.

2,3



115 APPROACH TO INVESTIGATION

The approach to investigation vis-a-vis the problem under
stud1' lIlvolvslIthree main ereall of enquiry - firstly, the
effects of noise on industrial workers; secondly, international
regulations for noise in the industry and thirdly the prevailing
industrial noise environment in Bangladesh.

,The enquiry in the first area is aimed at highlighting the
effecta of industrial noise on the workers in the working
enviroDll!ent.The research in this area involved gathering,
a.sessing and interpreting relevant information from published
sources.

The seCOnd area of enquiry is aillledat revie.ing the prevailing
international regulations for control and prevention of noise
in industries. Sources on the subject .ere ILO publications,
reference material :I.nlocal libraries and text tooks on
acoustics.

In trying to asse88 the prevailing noiae environment in the
induatriea of BaIlgla,dellh,a few typical industriee, apparently
noisy, were surveyecll.Measurements with Preciaion Sound Level
Meter were taken at several stations .ithin the noise-space
to find the ex1stine: noise clilllate.Tape reoordings of the
spaces, follo.ed by frequenoy aDalys1a in the laboratory .ere
also part of the study.

,The four industries were chosen on the basis of the follo.ing I

1. LOCatiOn -- Tong! and Joydebpur, 12 and 20 mile. from
Dhaka respeotively.

2. Acceasibllity -- possible becauae Ownera are more concious
and co-operativa towards the study.

3. Material -- Brick, R.C.C., Plsster. Glass and M.S. frame.
for windo.v, steel shutter, etc., all of which are typical
of most looal industries.
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4. Method of GonatruGtion ~ R.C.C. columns and beams epanning

the ellt1re enGompassed by 5" or 10" briGkwalls, covered by
R.C.C roof with sky lighting.

It haa been observed by the student that seGurity measures are
rather strict in the factoriee. Moat of the workers are keen on

anything that concerna their welfare. Hardly any worker departed

from hia worlt 01' work position to i.nquire about the measurement.
being talten. No wO.rker speaks to a stranger unless &poken to.

HoweYer, once they get into talking they are very friendly and

extremely cooperat:Lve. Sollie are; of couree. critical and make

their point rather loudly. On the whole, the atmosphere is
highly congenial f'ar any fluch stud;y.

The only way to be sure if a noise problem exists is to lIIeasure
the noise and thert~by have at band objective information on

whiCh to base any IlIUbsequent discuseion and decisions. The

measured values can, b,~ compared with acceptable levela based on
the following crihr:Lon:

National Standards on Occupational Noise Exposure Limits

Steady
Time Halving

Over- Impulse
ImpulsesEEC member noise riding peakexposure rate

limit SPL InolSl<lte level
IdBIAl1 day)(dBIA)1 Ihl (dB(AI) (dB)

Germany 90 B - - - -
France 90 40 - - - -
Belgium 90 40 5 110 140 100
Luxembourg -
Netherlands -
UK 90 B 3 135' 150 -
Irish Rep. 90 - - - - . -
Itilly 90 8 5 115 140 -
Denmark 90 40 3 115 - -

Others

Sweden 85 40 3 115 - -
Norway -
USA IFed.1 90 8 5 115 140 100
Canada l Fed.} 90 B 5 115 140 -
Australia 90 8 3 115 - -

'fI<"N
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In work space. with fairly uniform noiue levels, the first step

should be to determi:lle the average level by maki.ng a number of

A-w.igbted measurements witli a portable Sound Level Meter at

poiDta auitabl;y diatributed arOund the workplace as below

"*.1 [:=J CJ J><l C8J

** **~-~l[ ] c=J CJ c:::J
'* * '* *.~ ~J CJ CJ CJ

*"* meaaur1nl~position
~ ~Imachines producing average noise

~ machines producing high noise

FfGURE 7
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If the result of these simple measurements indicate a noise
climate which is other than clearly acceptable, a further set of
measurements should be made to investigate the noise spectrum in
detail i.e. in termllof Octave Bands.

The first point to tackle when it is found that the noise level
at a particular place is too high, (on comparison with accepted
levels). is to locate souroe/s of the noise. If there is likely
to be more than one source. the contribution from the various
sources should be determined. The next problem would then be to
determine which sourcels should be considered the most serious
onels and to study whether this source/s could be removed or
quietened. If such Ii solution is too expensive or too complicated
to adopt. it might be more convenient to work on the path of the
noise frOm the source to the listener. When the listener is in
the direct radiation field from the source, as is normally the
case with a person operating a noisy machine, then either the,:
operator should be lsuppliedwith some sort of ear defenders or
an enclosure might Iiaveto be built around the machine. If the
noise is of a low-flrequency nature and the liource is mounted directly
on the noor (wal1),.considerable noise reduction can be obtained
simply by supportinl~ the source on vibration 1ls01ators.

While liurveying the noiae. the following should be remenbered :

Meaeurement of nois•••should be made in noisy working areas
where

a it is importan1~. for safety reasonli, that a worker should
be able to heu a message or other'signals

b the worker would be subjected to extra strain. and the WOrk
would possibly be hindered. by difficulties in oral
communication,

Consideration should be given to defining the maximum distance
at whiCh speech intelligibility is preserved at normal voice
10udoesl>.



When noise 1s measu~ed in the working environment, adequate data
should be collected, especially regarding

a the location, nature, dimensions and other distinctive
features of the place of work where measurements are made;

b the source/e of the noise, the location of the source in the
plant and the type of work being performed;

c theinstrument,e used, its accessories, the result of
caliberation t,eets,and the vanues indicated;

d the locations ,lI.twhich measurements "ere made, and the
direction of .tbe microphone;

e the number of .110rkersexposed to the noise;

f the duration of the workers' exposure;.

g the date and time, and the name of the observer.

Noiae may

a Damage hearing if condshntly of a high level or of an
impulsive nature

b Impair safety by making warnings difficult to hear
c Binder communication between employees who work as a team

and where efforts are interactive, or who carry out much
of their work by telephone and direct discussion;

d Interfere with efficiency, either as a direct result of
communication loss, as above. or by causing fatigue and
losa of concentration;

e Be annoying

28



Procedures to meaSure and evaluate noise exposure depend on the
goal to be attained. ThiS,applies in particular to

a assessment of the risk of hearing impairment
b assesament of the degree of interference to communication

essential for sa.fel:ypurposea
c aeaeesemnt of the risk of nervous fatigue, with due

consideration to t,hework to be done.

29

When noise is measure,d, both normal working conditions and conditions
involving the higheat; noise levels should be taken into consideration.

The following values may be recommended :

a a warning limit value of 85 dB(A) (1)
b a danger limit value of 90 dB(A) (2)

Messured values should be compared with above limits.

While measuring noise, one should be thouroughly familiar with
operations of noise measuring instrumente through study of
operating instruction. before attempting to make noise surveys,
setting up the equipment and checking its operati.ons before taking
it to the workroom area. At intervals during the surveys, batteries
should be GIlecked, as well as the over-all instrument caliberation.

Instruments should be protected from vibration and shock, extreme.
of temperature. Overheating can damage circuit component •• Allowing
instruments to become very cold will result in Condensation of
water vapour in the instrument when it is used in a heated space the
next time.

When conducting surveys, it is important to be assured that the
meter indication is due to noise and not to other influences. Wind
blowing across the microphone causes a rushing sound that is
registered on the meter. Use of windscreen oan minimise this effect.
Electric and magnetic fields can also cauaeneedle deflections. These--_._------_._-----_._.-(1) American Aoademy of Ophthalmolagy and Otolaryngology
(2) International Labour Office
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electro-magnetiG effects can be reduced by reorienting the meter
until minimum ooupliAg with electric field is obtained, as indicated
by minimua meter reading.

It is important to obtain representative data. The miGrophone
should be moved about to determine that standing waves are not
present. If they are, a IIpatial average should be obtained. When
Gonducting exposure surveYIi of various kinds, the most important
consideration is to measure levels that are typical of those at the
workers' location. Noise IIhould be meaeured at the poeition of the
worker's head. It illnot neceosary, in fact it illundellirable to
measure BOund right at the ear, since diffraotion around the head
can alter the Bound field. It illbetter to measure at eome location
a few inch ellor feet away where exploration with the Sound Level
Meter indicate. lovels that are the eame as at the workers' location.

FREQUXNCY ANALYSIS

It is important to measure the frequency epectrum of the noise
anvironment before lIalecting ear proteGtors .f absorbing materials
as they are all frequency-dependent. The frequency spectrum of the
noiee from machine must also bOeknown before erecting noise enclosurell
because of the same lreallon.Octave Band filterll are ueed for thelie
purposes. If noille control requires more datail, then a Third Octave
and Narrow Band Filters are used to identify IIpecific noiee sources,
to meallure the effectiveness of internal machine modifiGations qAd
to trace vibration-induced noise BOurcee.

When many frequency analyses are performed, it ie convenient to
USe a Graphic Level Recorder to plot frequenGY analysis spectra.
Thia Guts down probability of error.



PART- II

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
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211 NOISE MJUSUBEMENTAND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES ADOPTED

Bound (or noise) is such a commonpart of Our everyday lives that

•• rarely appreciate all of its functions. Too often in the modern

society, sounds annoys us -- hence we call them noise. Besides it

has numerous adverse effecte on humanbody'e autonomic nervous

system aa has already been discussed. Worst of all sound can damage

and destroy the delicate instrument designed to receive it -- the

humanear.

Whydo we need to measuro and analyso sounds (or noises) ? Sound
measuremonts permit precise, scientific analysis of annoying sounds.

Also, sound measurements give a clear indication of whon a sound

may cause hearing damage and permit corroctive measures to be taken.
Furthermore,moasurement and analysis of sound is a powerful

diagnostic tool in noise reduction programmes. It is a tool that
permits the improyement of the quality of our lives. Thus, sound

measurements and analysis are vital in noise control and hearing

conservation progrwwnes.

The most commonnoise measurement isuprossod in dB(A) lovell It is

measured with a Soun,1Level Meter, using the A-weighting filter to

simulate the frequen,cy response of the humanear. The sound aignal

is converted- to an i,lI.entical electrical signal by a high quality
microphone. Since th,. signal is quite small, it must be amplified

before it can be r,a,1 On a meter. After the first amplifier the
signal maypass through a weighting network (A,B,C or D)•• An

alternative to the n,&tworkis an octave or third octave til ter

which may be attached externally. After additional amplification,
the eignal will nowbe Of a high enough lovel to drive the meter _

after its liMSvalue ha,s been determined in the RMSdetector. ID1S
meane root lIlean squa;re' - a special kind of mathematical average
value. It ie of impo:~tanc. in eOllndmeasurements bOcallse the RMS
value is directly related to the amount of energy' in the sound

signal. The value re,.d On the meter is the sound level in dB. The

sound eignal is also available at an output socket SO that it may be

fed to external inatruments such as recorders or noise dose meters.

32
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a:: a:: ~,~ <l: ~lL8 <l: ,All theae components are integrated in a compact and portable
instrument called the Sound Level Meter (SLM) which responds to
sound in appro:ldmatel;rthe sallleway as the human ear and which
gives objective, reproduceable measurements of sound level.

The basic components of and their sequence of arrangement in a
::'.soundLevel Metor are ~,follows

Tho built-in read-out consisting of the RMS rectifier and the meter
circuit include two different meter damping characteristios, Termed
"Fast" and "Slow". The "slow" characteristic is intended for use
in situations where the,reading obtained with the "Fast"
character1stic fluctuates too much (more than some4dB) to give
a reaaonably well defined value of the sound leyel.

The JD1crophono choosen for a particular noiae measurement will
generally have to fUlfil two rather different groups of
conditions I

Firstly, it ~~st operate satisfactorily over a range of
environmental conditions such as huJD1dity. temperature,
air po~lut1on and wind.

Secondly, it IBuat also meet, the technical constraints
such 8S frequ'lncy response. senaitivity and directivity_
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aenerally speaking, the condenser type microphone i. best able to
meet these conditioDs and haa therefore become the most widely used
type. B & K make. condenser type microphones with three types of
oharacteriatio. I

i Free field microphones: They have uniform frequency
response for.the sound pressure that existed before the
microphone was introduced into the sound field. It is
important to note that any microphone will disturb the
.ound field bu1: the free field lllierophoneis designed to
cOlllper.satefor its own disturbing presence.

ii .Pressure micro'llhonesI They nave uniform frequency reaponae
to the actus~ I~und pre.sure present which ofcourse includes
the lIIicrophc1ne's own disturbing preseDC e.

ill Random incidence microphones I They respond uniformly to
signals arriving aimultaneoualy from all lUIgles such as in
the case of highly reverberent or diffu.e sound field.

WitA regard to frequency respon.e, sensitivity and directivity, there
.ay not be any unique solution to the microphone problem but certain
compromises m&DY need to be made. All theae factors are interconneoted
and related to the physical size of the microphone. Thus, the
smaller the phyaical dimensions of the microphone (dia. varrie.
from ~" to 1"), the wider is the frequency range but the smaller is
the .ensitivity and the lesser are the effects of directivity.

Before commencement of the experimental measurements, the SLM need.
to be calibrated using ons of the following two instrumsnts wlii'Chllre
small battery driven device. produoing a known sound pressure
level (dB) at • known frequency to Which the lIIe.suringsystelllcan
be adjusted I



i The Pistonphone (e~I';,Type ltZZO) I
at 250 Hz and produces a Bound level

This device. operates
of 42lt dB accurate to
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: 0.2 dB.

11 The Sound Level Callibrator ( is; K ,Type lt230):

operates at 1000 Hz and produces a sound level
+accurate to - 0.25 dB.

This device
of 9lt dB

To obtain the best results, the microphone should be well sealed in
the ccupler opening. It is s good policy to calibrate the instrument
(SLM) before aDd after each set of measurements.

Although noise measurement with a sound Level Meter is relatively a
simple matter, it is none the leslI advisable that lIomebasic rules
fcr proper use of the SLH be faithtplly adhered to. A check-list of
thsse basic rules are enumerated here as below I

1 Check that the batteries aro OK aDd take along aD extra lIet
of good quality batteries. If the instrument is to be stored
for a long time, tho batteries should be removed.

1i Make sure that the instrument i. properly calibrated. Periodic
use of aD acou8tic calibrator i8 recommended.

ii1 Decide which weighting network should be used. Normally this
would be the A-network.

iv Make 80me orientation measurements before noting a~tual
valUes. Determine the kind of sound field prevailing (i.e.
freo-field ordiffu8e field) and find the correct measuring
poaitiona.

If measurement is taken too close to the BOurce
i.e. in the 'near field' ( about twice the greatest
dimension of the machine), the SPL mil)'vary eignificaDtly
with a 8IIIallchaDge in poaition.



If the Qleasurement is taken fer .way from the
machine i.e. in the 'reverberent field', correct
measurement of the direct sound will not be
poasible

Between the 'near' and the 'reverberent' fields
lies the 'free field' whichoan be found by noting
that the SPL drops about 6 dB for. doubling of the
distance from the source. It is here that the
measurements should be made. It is quite possible,
however, that the conditions are so reverberent or
the room is so small that DO 'free field' exists.

~ When using SLM with a free-field microphone, hold the meter
at arms length to avoid refleotions and point the microphone
at the sound source.

vi If the sound comesfrom more than one direction, it is
important to choose a microphone and mounting (extension rod
or an extension cable) which will give the best possible
omnidirectional characteristics.
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vii

~i1i

Select the correct meter response, 'Fast' or 'Slow' to get
an accurate reading. If the sound is impulsive, an imp~lse
sound Level Meter abould be used.

During the measurement, remember to :

a Keep away from the reflecting surfaces.
b Measure at a suitable distance from the machine

(i.e. in the free-field).
Cheok the back ground noise level and make appropriate
corrections, if necessary.

d Do not measure behind shading objects.
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e Use a wind screen whenever working outdoors.
f Be careful not to'accept readings if the meter

is over loaded or over deflected.
g Keep a well documented measuring report

In our investigation, a4"" 5LH 2203 with a high
sensitivity ~n dia. free-field condenser ~~crophone (Type 4165)
wae ueed giving it a measuring range from 26 to 140 dB(A) and
'a wide frequencl'range, both in free and diffuse sound fields
due to its excellent omnidirectivity. Measurem.ents were taken
at the nodal pointe cf a grid-iron plan superimposed on
each of the spaces investigated and the spot values of dB(A)
were recorded.

Once the quick and simple dB(A) measurements WIre done the next
step in the experimental work wa. the frequency analy.is of
the measured noise in the Octave bands. Octave band frequency
analysis is required to analyze a noise and to predict the
necessary insuli,tion/absorption characteristics of noise
barriers and splIceenclosures. and to measure noiae reduction
between common "alls of adjacent spaces. Octave analysis is
also 10valuable when a noise control system must be reworked
because it assiets 10 defining the minimum mOdification that
will enable the system to meet the desired speoification.
Octave analysis is performed with a combination prec~sion sound
level meter and octave analyzer which oan be a battery operated,
compact and port;able device for direot measurements in the field.

In case of non-slv&ilabllity of 8IIchcompact and portable
deviCes as the eal'"was with us, a battery operated portable
Tape recorder CSill be used in conjunction with the SLM for
recording and storllge of field noise data for later processing
(frequency an&1,'sill)10 the laboratory. In our case B~l'\ Tape
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,
i<ecorcler ('l.'ype 7004) waS ••aed in conjunc tion with ~it<.••L'" 1'YJ)" 220j)

and the set-up u!Sed i" ahown below :

:"'" .

Microphone
@ 0 •o• •

Tape Recorder
Connection 7004
Cable

FIGL1RE 10

Prec ision
SLM 2203

.0: •

7004 Tape Recorder ie an equipment ••sed for field recording and

storage of acouetic and vibration data. It haa two tracks and ie

intended mainl.y for acoustic measurementa. It u~ee direct recording

'l'echnique and has two Tape speed modes. 10 on" ilIode, speeds of

15 ipa aud 1.5 1ps. are available suitable for 1:10 scale acouatic

measurement" ",nd a.pplicationa calling for an extended freql.lency

range. In the aecond mode, a maximum Si$llal to noilie ra.tio ie

obtained at lll'ee.de, of 15 ip" and 7.5 ips for l"eCorQing within the

audible frequency l~ange. The measurement eetu>, 6t"tecf here WaG

used as per the standard operating procedurea liltld continuous

reading for Ii poriod of approximately 2 ~inutea ~ao recorded on

the Tape llilcorder at two stationl;! in jO'lictory P:;J,.

'J'he following dl'£twinf':s show the four factories and the dtlA

values at positions spread allover in Ii grid-iron pattern.
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Readings were recorded in the noisiest section of each industry and
sections with comparatively lower noise levels (below 90dBA) were not
taken into consideration for the purpose of the study.

Having done the field recording of the noise on the magnetic tape
of the recorder, the equipments were brought back to the acoustic
laboratory for processing through a Frequency Analyzer and
record~ng the levels at various Third Octave bands in a Level
Recorder. The instrumentation for this phase of the investigation
was a.S follows; I

• D.:•• - ~ M====' == o 0
I I A

I•• .. I
L......-

0 0 0 .I.• . . • •.• 1 - - - -
Tape Recorder
7004

f!GURE 16

Frequency
Analyzer
2120

Level
Recorder
2307

,
The Frequency Analyzer,B If K Type 2120 is a constant percentage
bandwidth analyzer for use in the frequency range 2 Hz to 20 K.Hz
in conjunction with the internal filters. Used with one of the
B~~ condenser microphones, the 2120 becomes a precisioD Sound
Level Meter. For our purpose here, however, we utilized the
Filter Section of the analyzer only.

The Level Recorder, $ Type 2.}07is basically a recording
voltmeter designed to accurately record the RMS. Average or Peak
levels of an AC signal in the frequency range from 2 Hz to 200 K.Bz.
Recording as a function of time or frequency caD be made on pre-
printed lined or frequency ce~ibrated strip-chart paper, 50 or 100 mm
wide. In our case 100 mm wide recording papllr (BfK Type QP 1130)
Willi used snd the experimentsl slttupwas operated as per standard
pro eedures.



212 THE RESULTS

The results of the dB(A) spot values measured in the various
spaces under investigation have been presented in section 2"
in cODAection with identification of the locations of the
noise reoording stations (stations 1,2,3,4 and 5) in the
different spaces ~lSing the Tape Recorder.

The results ofth ••frequency analysis in J octave bands were
obtained in a ser:l.8sof spectogrus which are given below
along with other Ilecessary information I

The 1/3 Octave Analysis gives the following results I

OCTAVE BAND(Hz) STATION ONE(dBA) STATION TtiO(dBA)

20 - 63 72 72
63 - 200 81 81

200 - 6}O 93 99
630 - . 2000 105 108

2000 - 6}Oo 87 90
6300 - 20000 78 78

I
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2:3 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The 1/3 Octave Analysis of the noise of the industry
under study was carried out in order to identify the
frequencies where the problem is most serious. It is
known that absorption is a function of frequency and
that certain materials absorb sound mor~ at certain
frequencies than at others. It is possible, following
the Octave Analysis, to choose absorptive materials
that is most efficient absorption-wise in the frequen-
cies where the noise-problem exists with greater
severity.

The general character of the spectograms of the two
stations is more or less identicsl. They show that the
dBA level in our Case study industry is above the
reco~mended level (90 dBA) in the frequencies ranging
from 200-6300 Hz. At other frequencies of the spectogram
the values are below the recommended level.

In one particular spectral band (630-2000 Hz) the dBA
value is found to be higher thau. the readi.ng of the
Sound Level Neter:' at the station. This can be account ed
for by the fsct that intermittent or peak values can
exceed the Over-all sound level depending on the type of
noise source. Horeover, spot readings results from an
estimation of the average sound pressure level rather
than the entire extremity of the deflection Br.own by the
Sound Level Meter.



In v~ew of the spectograms showing an increase ~ noise level
at frequenc~es 200-6300 Hz. the following locally-available
materials have been selected :
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1

11

1ii

Perforated partex board
Porou~ gypsum board with absorptive backing
Porous three-dimensional units of plain sheet(tin)
with absorptive materials inside the hollow
(so called Functional Absorbers)

It can be surm~sed from ava~able data that the materials
mentioned above shall be efficient in the bands 200-630 Hz,
630-2000 Hz and 2000-6300 Hz. i.e. in the frequencies where
the noise level in the particular ~ndustry exceeds the
recommended level. Relevant specific absorption data on the
chosen materials mentioned above are not available as there
has not been any investigation regarding absorptive
properties of these mater~als. However. it is.possible to
estimate their probable absorption co-efficient by assessing
the data on absorption co-efficient of similar materials
av~able from publ~shed sources. For our purpose such an
estimat~on has been made and the follow~ng absorption
co-eff~cient has been assigned to the materials :

i

11

iii

Perforated partex board

Porous gypsum board with
absorptive backing

Fune tic'nal Absorbers

.65

.80

.80
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Our attempt in controlling the noise by introducing absorptive
materials in the space may involve maximisation of absorption
in the space. This may be effected by the introduction of
possible amount of absorption materials in the space without
hampering the functional or visual requirements of the space.
The absorptive materials may be of the following forms

i Absorption in the ceiling
ii Absorption in the walls
iii Suspended Functional Absorbers

It shall not be advisable to initiate absorption in the ceiling
in our Case Study as it ahall nullify the existing skylighting
through the roof sections. For our purpose, we may try to
absorb the noise by using absorptive materials in the walls and
also by suspending these at regular intervals from the celling
in the form of Functional Absorbers. We shall examine the use of
two sets of materials and assess their effectiveness in terms of
noise level reduction. The two sets of materials are

SET I i Absorption in walls: (51~0" from floor level
to ceiling) 3/1+" perforated partex bOard on
wooden frame with 1" airspace separating it
from the .••.all.

ii Functional Absorbers: Three-dimensional
cylindrical forms made of parous tin eheet and
filled with glass wool.

SET II i Absorption in walls: (5'_0" from floor level to
ceiling) Porous gypsum board with glass wool
backing.

11 Functional Absorbers: As in SET I.



PART - III
NOISE CONTROL IN INDUSTRIES. THEORIES AND PRACTICES AND
INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS
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311 INDUSTRIAL NOISE CONTROL THEORIES AND PRACTICES

The best solution to any noise problem in the industries would be
quietening the machine,s. But, quieter machines also mean more
expense in lIIanufact'uringthe machine. And, hence, the control of

. h"b II alnoise in the industries get caught 1J1 tela oratory of tri s
and errors, tests a~d experiments for several prOfessional groups,
included among which are the architects.

Industril.alnoise and i,tseffects can be controlled with varying
degrees of success by several methods. Chief among these are

a Planning and,designing of industries with acoustic
consideration

b erection ,ofenclosure around the worker exposed to
high-level noise

c erection of enclosure around the sourcs of high-level
noise

d vibration isolation
e application of acoustic material. to reduce reflections
f job-rotation

g .udiometric tets under medical supervision: hearing
conservation programmes

h personal protective equipment

a Most acousticiana agree that much of the problems associated
with industrial noise control would be done,away with if
tackled during the design _tage of the industrial complex.
Solutions would then be more ~propriate. economic and
convenient. This is where the architect plays a vital role
in institutionalizing the necessity and importance of the
architectural solutions to acoustic prOblems. Here the
problems of noise are solved by planning and designing. Right
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frOlllthe conceptual stage.of the design process, the architect
bears in mind the noise-problem. Size, shape and form of the
spaces, use of materials; methods of construction are all guided
tox a great extent by their possible effect on the expected noise.
The architect uses his skill to make these effects positive
towards nOise-reduction.

It is the role of the architect to create a comfortable, workable
and meaningful environment in harmony with the functional, socio-
economical, traditional, environmental and institutional demands
and requirements Of the Space and the users. In achiaving this
goal of creating the right environment for the right purpose,
right site and at the right cost, the architect attacks the
problem in two separate stages :

A Accumulation Of information pertaining to the project
B Incorporating the information in design implementation.

Information may be collected by various means as suits the
situation. It may be in the form of case studies, interviews,
surveys, measurementa, etc. One information may evoke search and
in-depth study to gather fUrther information. Often tne search
may be narrowed to finding the right material, the right method of
construction, the right size, height, etc. In beginning to hunt
for information, a goal is always set. The architect knows what he
ie looking for but he hae the faintest idea of what hie findings
w1ll be. Will they be positive or negative towards his ;pproach to
design? If negative, how bad is the situation ?

In tackling the design problem in the industries, the architect
in addition to thoughts on such broad areas as siting, finances,
foundation, infra-structure, finish, materials, ventillation,

. - ~.---
ventillation, lighting, etc has to consider to a great extent the
noise-acene. Noise i. an inherent factor of most industries. But
not doing anything about it is akin to allowing a well-planned
systematic crime to take place despite having prior knOwledge of
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it and having known means of preventing it. Being aware of the
effects of noise on the human body (the workers to be precise),
the architect is bound by ethics and integrity to keep his
creation free from the hazards of noise. Aa all problems are best
taken cara of if nipped in the bud, the noise problem should be
in the architect's list of priorities right from the conceptual
stage of his design. Not that noise cannot be abated in an
existing industry but control methods are most effective snd
economically beneficial if considered in the preliminary design
stage. Each industry being different in view of product-output,
size. location. machinery, etc., each has its own peculiarities
regarding the sources of nOiee, persistence and levels of noise,
frequency-content, etc. and, therefore, has to be dealt with as an
individual case. The only generalisation may be as regards the
maximum allowable noise level, the exposure-periods and the
huaanatarian awareness that torkers have to b. given the necessary
protection.

In the case of a proposed industry, it ahall be within the purview
of the architect's basic services to gather all the information
he can regarding the noise scene envisaged. Manufacturers of
machinery supply information regarding the noise-leval of each
unit of machine. Where not provided (a very unlikely case), the
same can be had from the manufacturer on request or the information~
gap can be quite adequately filled up by case studies.

It is always economical and convenient to consider noise- as a
design factor. If the architect envisagee a noiee problem that
will have an advers,e effect on the users of his designed enviroDlllent.
he can readily go 8~out designing his structure. to minimise this.
Zoning of spaces (n,oisyand non-noisy). noise tolerant and noise
.ensitive, selectic,n of the appropriate materials and methods of
construction, etc. can all be directed to solving the imminent
problem. For inatan,ce, he may make use of oavity-walls to "eparate
'noisy areas from q~,ieter zones; a proposition which would be
expensive and oftetliJmpossible in an existing structure.
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It is always more difficult and less effective to control noise
in an existing building or industry. The first step would be
to find out if illthe p~ticular industry a noise problem exists
or not. In searching for an answer to this query, the architect
would have to measure the noise levels in the existing industry.
This is done by means of a Sound Level Meter. Readings ~e taken
at several points spread over the area in consideration in a
systematic pattern.

Whether designing a new industry or trying to curb the effect ot
noise in all.existing industry, the envisaged or existing noise
levels would have to be comp~ed with a standard to judge
whether the proposed situation or the existing scene is harmful
or harmless. Such comparisons are done with government codes,
national standards, etc. In Bangladesh (July, 1984), there are no
such government code, regulation, standard or practice limiting
the level of noise upto which a worker may be ~xposed to.

It is only possible under the present situation to compare our
findings with the standard allowable noise levele of other (most
developed and industrialised) countries. Most national standards
allow the workers in the working environment to be exposed to a
maximum level of 90 dB for each eight-hour shift per day. According
to most national standards, halving-time means allowing the worker
an additional load of 5 dB. The wry fact that different countries
have their own code of practice, aimilar and dissimilar :!Jlmany
ways, show the diversity of the industrial situation in each
country. Needless telsay, we would be better off with a 'Bangladesh
Code of Practice' pertaining to our own needs and demands. Noise
control measures would only be etfective if proclaimed by our
governaont.

Througb comparison with a "selected" standard, it is possible to
identity the trouble spote and also to what extent the situation
in consideration deviates from the allowable limits.
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In controlling noise, it is not enough to find only the noise
levels in dB(A). The frequency-content of the troublesome noise
would have to be analysed in order to propose effective means of
control, be it in the form of absorptive materials, erection of
enclosures around the source or providing the workers with
personal protective equipment. This is done be tape recording the
nois8 at selected stations and then analyzing the taped material
'with a Frequency Analyzer in the laboratory.

Ere~~ion~enclosure~~~kets expos~2-high-level noise:

This is usually done when the overall noise level results from
many machines and when the worker is playing a supervisory role
or operating (monitoring) one or more automatic machines. The
snclosures must allow visual contact to be maintained with the
machinery. Such enclosures &,e available readymade in many models
and sizes in the developed countries. The enclosures as shown in
the picture (APPENDIX- B ) reduce noise by about 30 dB(A). 1'his
is very effective method and often provide more personnel
protection than any other means.

Erection of enclosure around the source of high-level noise:

~locking the sound transmission path is an effective means of
contrOlling noise. The noise, in this case, is not allowed to
reach the listener. This is usually done by placing an enclosure
Or acoustic screen around the machine. The inner walls of the
enclosure are made absorptive.

Sometimes the machine, if dominant as a noise source amongst other
machines, is isolated in a small area enclosure of fibreglass cloth
and lead or lead-impregnated plastic. Such enclosure provide a
"limp, dense sound barrier. The curtains, as they are called, can
be opened to allow free movement of materials. Enclosing the
noisy machinery with this curtain provide lower sound levels in
adjacent areas. Only the operator of the noisy machine within the
screen need to wear ear-protectors.
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Vibration isolation:

Xhis is of great importance when radiation of noise takes place
through a buildilllS&tructure. A1&o, a rel.ote part of the building
may be a more efficient radiator of sound than the primary source.
To be effective, the vibrating element will have dimensions that
are equal. to Or greater than the wavelength of the frequency of
noise. In order to minimi.e this transfer of energy betWeen the
sound source snd a secondary radiator, it is necessary to provide
some means of vibration isolation. It has been shown that only by
vibration isolati.on'a nOi&e reduction of 5 to 10 dB(A) is pOs&ible.
Generally, the in~edences of the sound source and the secondary
radiator are made different to effect vibrstion isolation. Low
impedence materia.l is an efficient mean& for controlling noise.
Rubber and cork are effective vibration mounts because of their
low impedence&.

Acoustical. Impedence pC : Soft rubber
Cork
Concrete
Glass
Steel
Cast iron

100
: 165
: 14000

20000
: 59500

39000

Noisy machinery on the ground floor can be isolated by mounting
these on its Own separate foundation.

Industrial plant& often have unusually large reverberation time
(3 sec or greater) becau&e of large volumes and the highly
reflective qualities of the walls, ceilings and floors. The result
is that the entire plant is filled with reverberant sound with
reflections being followed by more reflections. It is, therefore,
necessary to atop these reflections if we want to reduce to noise
level. Today, acousticians are able to reduce the reverberation
time and the noise level by using
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i Sprayed-on materials
ii Acoustic tile

iii Resonant absorbers
iv Diaphragmatic absorbers

v Space absorbers

i Sprayed on materials are applied directly to the concrete
walls and roof upto a thickness of1-in. They are fire-
resistant and can be'applied easily over service lines and
conduits. Reduction is effected by about 8 to 12 dB(A).

ii Acoustic tiles have excellent aound-absorbing qualities at
high frequencies. Application of tiles to the ceiling aloA@
will usually provide a reduction coefficient of 0.60 for
ceiling area. For building spaces .ith heights of'9 to 15 ft,
such ceiling treatment will bring the overall room absorption
coefficient to 0_20, well above the recommended lower limit.

iii Resonant absol~berslThese are specially designed units which
appear like building blocka.They are efficient in absorbing
low frequency sound of high intensity and are called
Helmholtz resonators. They derive their sound- absorption
qualities' from being a "tuned" or resonant element. They
can be used as a structural material for both indoor and
exterior .alla.

iv Diaphragmatic Absorbers: Effective for low frequency absorption
of sound. The:rare usually in the form of large area panels.
Light and flexible panels set into vibration with the advent
of sound energy and thereby absorb sound. 'filerate of sound

,
absorption by such a panel is proportional to the product of
the amplitude and frequency of vibration, to its internal
coefficient of damping, and to the frictional losses at the
edges of its lllounting.They are effectiVe over a broad

.'
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frequency ran;~e. Commercial fibreboards mounted to wood
strips so that they can undergo vibration have absorption
coefficient of 0.2 to 0.3 in the range of 1 to 2 x: Hz.
Effectively used in sound-recording studies and auditoria.

v Space absorbers: These are euspended members made of
acoustical materials in the shape of hollow pyramids,
spheres, cones, cubes, etc. They can be suspended at very
low heights, thereby preventiug sound from traversing to
remote parts of the space. Space absorbers are ten times more
efficient compared to other treatments for sound absorption
using the same amount of acoustic material. Since sound is in-
cident from many directions, the spheres, cones, pyramids,
etc, are in a position to absorb more sound thereby increaaing
the total effective area of absorption as compared with a
covered-ceiling. Location of such absorbers is also eaay and
they can be reused.

vi Job rotation: A worker need not work at a noisy station
throughout his shift if the management can help. Workers can
rotate from noisy to non-noisy or less noisy jObs during a
shift through effective management .ystem in order to reduce
their exposure time.

vii Hearing conservation programmes: Limit of noise levels in
the industries cannot protect everyone as there is a wide
variation of response to noise. However, limits protect the
majority and the hearing conservation programmes are employed
to protect all the workers. Functions under the programme
include plant noise surveys, pre-employment and periodic
hearing tests and official record-keeping of noise expoaure
and hearing tests (audiometric tests). Workers who are
susceptible to noise-induced hearing lOBS are identified
through tests and given protection or quieter job stations to
protect them before their damage renders them permanently deaf.

t .~ ••.
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Personal protective measures: This should be the
final resort in the endevour to control noise in the

I

industriefhMany national standards limit the use of
ear protectors to interim control until other means of
control are being accompolished and to areas where
other means are not feasible or possible. Personal
protective measures may be in the form of ear-muffs,
ear-plugs or helmets. Their effectiveness depend on how
well they fit and how carefully they are worn. Ear protectors
should be selected by matching their attenuation
characterstics to the Uctave Band Analysis of the
sound field.

'I
):i
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}:2 INTERN~TIONAL REGULATIONS FOR NeISE CONTROL IN INDUSTRIES(1)

It is not only in these days of wotors, electric trains and
jumbo jets that people are cOncerned about hoise. FOr centuries attempts
have been made to find ways and means of reducing its impact Or do
away with it totally. As far back as 720 E.C., the city of Sybaris,
an outpost of Greek civilization in Italy, legislnteda zoning
system designed to isolate the industrial and residential sections
of the town from each other. Julius Caeser, i~ the First century B.C.,
issued an ordinance banning chariots from thb streets of Rome at
night; obviously to protect the citizens from the noise they produced.
Today, in Berlin, metal garbage Cans are shielded with leather
buffers to muffle their clatter. Even unwanted music has been
dealth with. The university town of Tubingen in Germany has enacted
regulations to protect its citizens from noise created by
Overenthusiastic music lovers.

The states of New Yourk, Wiaconsin, Missouri and California have
safety regulations designed to protect citizen against the hazard
of job-connected hearing loss. In California, 322 workers sought
compensation for hearing impairments ina single year and this
prompted the California Regulations which sst 95 dB as the
maximum noise level to whiCh indUstrial workers can be exposed.
In cases where the sound level cannot be kept this low (as in
aircraft plants) workers must be supplied with ear - plugs or
helmets.

The American Academy of Opthalmology and Otolaryngology recommends
that no worker can be exposed to continuous should level of 85 dB
for more than five hours a day without protective gears.

Regulat:ions are not enough. In New York city the Police issue each
year an average 300,000 warnings and SUilimonsesto violators of
noise regulations and yet the city is still noisy.
(1) Occupational Safety & Health Series:

Noise & Vibration in the Working Environment (ILP)
Protection of Workers Against Noise & Vibration in the
Working Environment: Code of practice (ILC)

1\,
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The city of Memphis, Tennessee the anti-noise or~inance works
because it is strictly enforced: as policeman with a noise mater
is a comwon sight on Memphis streets. It works, too, because the
ordinance is back,ed by severe panalties for violators; the maxilllulL
fine for violators in Memphis is $50/-, twice as much as a maximum
fine in New York City.

Loudspeakers mounted on moving vehicles used in our country as a
form of publicity system is a nuisance. The sounds emitting from
these loudspeakers are mostly not intelligible to the ear and very
often the voice of the announcers are perceived as gurgles. The
sound level of these speakers are rather high and they are
irritating to the people. This public address system is a common
source of noise in our country. The system is practised both
during day and night. Amplified music is part of most celeberat~ons
including marriae:es, picr,ic, etc. in Bangladesh.

Noise Exposure Standards:

Noise can be of varied nature (steady, impulse, etc.), industries
vary in type, workers aefinitely respond differently from each
other and most situations Can be unique in terms of location,
power, mountin~ elf machinery, ~ime of operation, etc. In view of
these variations and nurnerout possible circurr:stances, fi.xing

Noise EXiJoSure Standards for ind"striss have been the -subject of
much controversy ..

/'jostof the Nois.~ Exposure Standards proposed base their recomwen-
dations on the concept of protecting the employee from them loss
of ability to understand speech. In most cases Impairment has been
defined as an average hearing loss in eXCess of 25 dB at 500,
1000 and 2000 Hz. However, the ear being most susceptible at 4000 '{z,
the Environmental Protection Agency, USA considers a loss in
excess of 5 dB at this frequency as impairment. The British
Occupational Hygiene Society propose a standard based On the
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concept of providing protection from loss in excese of that
level at which the worker recognises he has a problem and is
actively seeking medical assistance. These three concepts
provide limits of exposure which vary widely.

Since 100 percent protection is neither technclo~ically nor
economically feasible, it is strongly believed that 95 to 98
percent of protection should be provided for the prevention Of
110ise-induced hearing loss.

Permissible Noise Exposure: Continuous or intermittent

The American Conference of Govermliental Industrial HYiSienists(ACGlrrJ
has recommended that for each halving of exposure time the limit
of sound level be increased by 5 dB( AJ. The proposed limits of
the ACGIH are as follows: these threshold limit values refer to
sound pressure levels that represent conditjons under which it
is believed that nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed
without adverse effect On their ability to hear and understand
normal speech. The ACGIH do not mention the distance betwtlen the
speaker and the wOI'ker.

Duration -p;;i. day Sound level
(hours) (dBCi,)•
8 90
6 92
4 95
3 97
2 100
1}~ 102
1 105
)I. 107
}~ 110
~ 115 ••

• Sound Leval in decibels as measured on a standard level
mater operating on the A- weighting network with slow
meter response.

•• No axp06uro in excess of 115 dB(A).



Impllclseor impact 1l01se:

It is recoJlllllelldedth~lt exposure to impulsive or.impact noise
should not exceed 140 dB peak BOund pressure level.

The US Environmontal Protection Agency has recOJlllllendeda limit
of 75 dB at 4000 Hz for 96 percent of the exposed population.

Recommended Exposure Limits for Peak Sound Pressure Levels
-----_._-----_._-------------_._--_.
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Number of Impulses

1

10

100

1000

10000

Permissible limit
(dB(A) )

160

'150

140

130

120

In formulating regulations and recommendations for the prevention
of risks due to noise (and vibrations), particular attention
should be raid I

a to the SQb8tantial reduction of noise (and vibrations)
caused by machinery and sound-producing equipment and
devices;

b to the enclosure oriaolation of sources of nois8 (or
vibration.) which cannot be reduced;

c to the reduction of intensity and duration of sound
emissions, including musical emissions; and

d to the provision of sound-inaulating equipment, where
appropriate, to keep the noise of workshops lifts,
conveyors or the street away from offices.
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Should Iiuoh aotioIl.not be enough to al1minate harmful effeots
adequately, then :

a workers ehould be aupplied with auitable ear protectorli
when they are exposed to sOund emilisions likely to produce
harmful effects;

b

c

workers exposed to sound emissions (and vibrations) likely
to produce harmful effects should be granted regular brealrs
included in the working hours in premises free of such
sound emissionli (and vibrations)

Iiystems of works distribution or rotation of jobli Iihould
be applied where neceliliary.

NATIONAL STANDARDS

MOlit of the indulitrialilied countries have ruleli concerning noilie.
The number, and the subjects dealt with, vary a good deal from one
country to another.

In some countrieli Iitandard setting and enactment of legililation
are two virtually independent activities, for while, in general,
atandard setting makes for increalied safety and better working
conditions, its objectives are different. In IiOme countries, the
regulations are based on, or refered to, standards laid down by
specialilied bodies (ACGIH, ANSI in the USA, for instance). Some
of thelie regulations refer to international Iitandardli (ISO and lEG,
for instance) or even to the national standards in force in other
countries (for lnstanc e, in Ar gentina)"

In some countries - the USSR, Romania, Poland, Bulgaria, and
Czecholilovakia for inlitance, the Iitandards themselveli are drafted
by Official bodieli and are binding_



Hearing impairmant or OCCupational deafness are defined as
follows according to various organisations:

a when the average permanent loss of hearing loss reaches
40 dB in tho six bands from 500 to 6000 Hz after 30
years of exposure (British Occupational Hygiene Society)

b when the average permanent loss of hearing reaches
40 dB on the frequencies 1000, 2000 and 3000 Hz in the
better ear (British Association of Ear, NOse and Throat
Specialists and Department of Health and Social Security
October 1973).

c when the pure tone or vocal audiometry, carried out
after a peri.od of 6-12 months without eJ<posure to
harmful noilie. shows at least in the better ear an
average heal~ing loss of 35 dB on the frequencies
500, 1000 and 2000 Hz;

(France 1963)

d when the av,.rage definitive loss of hearing on the
frequencies 500. 1000 and 2000 Hz exceeds 25 dB
(ISO and ANSI).

In many countries, loss of hearing due to noise is specifically
recognised as an occupational disease. This is the case in
Austria, Bolivia, Bulgaria. Colombia, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark. Ecuador, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany.
Italy, Japan. Mexico, Morocco, Norway, Spain, Sweeden, United
States. USSr. Yogoslavia and other countries. In the United
Kingdom and India. deafness or loss of hearing of Occupational
origin are being actively considered for classification as
Occupational diseases for which compensation must be paid.
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In Switzerland, a major loss of hearing caused by noiae.
according to F~lderal Council Ordinance of 17. ,2.1973, is an
occupational disease. The Swiss regulations provide ma.ndatory

on the part of the employers to informed insured persons of any
particular risk to which they are exposed by reasons of their
work, and of the precautions required. hedical supervisioh is
often called felr.

In the USA, reg'uL"t.ionsprovide that prC'tection ar,ainst the
effects of noise must be provided if noise exceeds the figures
given in the table and is measured on the scale of normal
slow-respon"e 60uld level meter •••hen workers are exposed to
noise exceedin,> '~hefio;ures in the table, all I,ossible
administrative ~ld technical precautions are to be taken, and
if even then the noise is not reduced below figures indicated,
personal prote.otive equipment must be provided "nd used to keep
the exposure within the prescribed limits. Nobody must be
exposed to impulse noise exceeding 140 dB.

G8

In 1960, the Association of German Engineers in the Federal
Republic of Germany published standards re~arding the maximum
permissible noise in places of work and residential areas; much
of which was embodied in the circular of the FRG Ministry of
Labour dated 22 March, 1961. The maximum permissible noise in
workplaces is defined by a curve, passing through the following
points 90 dB at 100 Hz, 80 dB at 1000 Hz and 70 dB at 10000 Hz.

In foland, a decree enacted in 1959 lays down limits for noise
in placea of work:

a 40 dB(A) for work demanding a high degree of concentration;

b 50 dB(A) for workshOps and oth~r places where hi~h
precision work is required;

c 90 dB(A) elsewhere.



When speech has 1;0be possible noise must not exceed 70 dB(A).
Furthermore, the Polish Regulations recommend that attempt
must be made to keep noise 5 dB below the permissible level.

Yugoslavia's regulations dates to July, 1971. It lays down
the following codes :

a to protect heariug: 90 dB(A) is the maximum permissible
for 8 hours' work per day.

b not to hampre speech:

Maxaum permissiblll noise levels: speech interference
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Noise in dB(A)

------~._-------,
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90

Distance inm__e_t_e._r_s _

c different levels are laid down for certain places of
work as, frinstence, those in which it is important
to be able to distinguish noises and those in which
the work done is largely mental.

In Bulgaria, rules are laid down for vibration but for noise.



---
Maximum permissible exposure to noise in a place of work

in dB(A)
COUNTRY EXPOSURE 'rUlE IN HOURS---

16 8 6 I; 3 2 1}~ 1 )~ 1~ ;1.

u s ja, 90 92 95 97 100 102 105 107 110 115
ACGIH-USA
(proposed) 80 85 90 95 100 105 110

Canada 90 92 95 97 100 102 105 .. 110 115

Alberta
(Canada) 80 85 90 95 100 105 110

Argentina 95 100 105 110 115

Yog'oslavia 90

Poland 90

50 f'~rhigh-precision work
40 for high-degree cone entra tion work

Fa Germany 90 at 100 Hz

80 at 1000 Hz

70 at 100000Hz
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Medical Prevention

In Belgium, provision is made for medical supervision for
all industrial and other workers expoaed to

.s. stable noise of.at least 90 dB(A) for 40 hours a week
95 dB(A) for 20 hours a week
100 dBCA) for 5 hours a week
110 dB(A) for any period.

For pure sounds, the figures should be reduced by 5 dB(A);

b intermitent n,oise,when total "xposure amounts to one of
the above exp')suretimes, for a particular nois••level;

c 140 dB impact noise repeated 100 times a day.

The Medical Super'lisionpreacribed comprises a preemployment
and periodical eX'!lDlination.Pure tone audimetry is undertaken.

Laws in Spain passed in 1971 provides mandatory medical
examination On re'lrtl'itment.There is a second examination two
montha after the l?r,,-employmentexamination and then a
check-up every yen.r.

In Switzerlan.d, a mobile unit measures bearing of persons at
risk under the supervision of the Industrial Hygiene Department
of the National Accident Insurance Fund. The Department also
colloborates with ear, nose and throat epecialists and with
hearing research and measurement centres in hospitals.

In Fin~and, hearing tests has to be taken every three years
on workers expOsed to continuous noise for 40 hours a week
in excesa of 85 'dB(A). Annual examinations are provided for
is levels exceeds 100 dB(A).
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In the USSR, according to a Decree passed in 1969 by the
Ministry of Public Health, workers have to undergo a pre-
employment test and thereafter periodical medical examination
to make sure they are not suffering from the effects of noise
or vibration. Secpail attention is given to tests of hearing
and of the central and peripheric nervous systems.

In Czecholovakia, according to regulations issued by the
~dnistry of Health, workers employed in noisy environments
will have to undergo a pre-employment test and subsequent
check-up once a year.

In Yugoslavia, persons working in areas where the noise level
exceeds 90 dB(A) must be examined before employment and

.afterwords from time to time. Hearing tests are done by
specialists.

Technical Preventio!!

In Belgium, the General Labour Protection Regulations proclaims:
"All possible action must b•. taken to reduce at source exceesive
noise and vibration caused by work or present in the working
environment. Shou.ld it be impossible by technical means to obtain
satisfactory redu.ction, workers shall wear suitable personal
protective equipll::entsupplied by the employer. The employer may
in certain circUll:,stancesbe obliged to reduce exposure time or
to organise work breaks".

In Switzerland, government regulations (1969) stipulete the
following :

a noise must b. avoided, or reduced to the greatest
possible eJ:telltj

b for the workers' protection, buildings must be properly
designed, Elources of noise muet be accoustically' insulated
or isolated:, work must beeuitable organised and workers
must be provided with ear protection.
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In Norway, act dated 7.12.56 on labour protection requires
the employer to ensure that, as far a~ possible, noise and
vibration are eliminated.

Laws in France state that employers must ensure that noise ia
maintained at levels compatible with their workers' health
by reduction at source, the iaolation of noise workahops, the
sound-profing of p:remises or the use of appropriate techniques
or aAY other suitable means. Should action to ensure collective
protection prove ~npossible or inadequate the workers must be
provided with indi'~idual protective devices.

In Italy, the occupational health standards dated 16.3.56
state that whenever work produces tremors, vibrstion or noise
harmful to health, techniCal action must be taken to reduce
the phenomena.

In Spain, the Ministry of Health passed in March 1971 the
Occupational Health and Safety Decree which states that noise
and vibration must be avoided or reduced at source as far as

possible. When noise exceeds 80 dB, and whenever noise cannot
be reduced in any other way, personal ear-protectors must be
worn by the workers. For noise above 110 dB and above,
protection must be carefully designed.

In Austria, the competent authority can, if naed arises,
demand that special noise control measures be taken. The
1951 legislation demands that workers employed on certain
kinds of work be provided with ear-protectors;

A Labour Code in Canada dated 02.11.1971 provides that when,
in a place of work, the noise reaches 90 dB(A) or more, or
percussive noise exceeds 140 dB at the peak sound pressure,
the employer must put up notice at the entrances to BUch places
warning people who enter of the presence of dangerous noise.
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~~Protective Equipmen~d Other Preventive Measures:

In Canada, regulations on Noise Control provide that the
employer may allow his employees to gO on working in work-places
where noiae exceeds 90 dB(~) provided each of them has been
issued with, and wears, ear-protectors.

In Yugoslavia, the regulations state that if for technical
reasons it is impossible to abide by the limits prescribed,
the workers at risk must be issued with suitable individual
protective equipment. (1969)

In Spain, when level exceede 80 dB(A), protective devices must
be used (plugs made of rubber, plastics, malleable wax, cotton
or glass fibre). When noise is very loud, the staff must wear
ear-muffs, anti-noise helmets of similar equipment.

In Argentina, Japan and Belgium among other countries, national
regulations prescribe that individual hearing protection devices
must be issued by the employer to workers employed in noisy
sla'roundings.

In the USA, the regulations lay down that ear-plugs must be
adopted and fitted, or individually chosen by some competent
peraona. Cotton "001 alone is not enough.

In the USSR, the health standards provide that ear-muffs .eighing
between 200 and 500 gs. and exerting a pressure of 0.4 to 0.8 kg.
on the ears must give a minimum attentuation of 5 dB in the 10.
frequencies and of 25 to 35 dB at higb ones. The USSR regulates
that if preventi've action proves ineffective in reduciug noise bwlo.
the maXimum permissable levels, workers' exposure time must be
reduced by periodical job rotation, etc:.



75THE EEC DIRECTIVE:

The EEC has propo,Bed a directive for implementation in the
Member states i.norder to protect workers from risks to their
health due to oxposure to ex~essive noise. The terms of the
directive are stringent in that the specified maximum noise
level is below that of many current machine rooms. The EEC calls
for regular checks of the noise to which the workers are
exposed to as well as health checks On the workers.

The EEC directive seeks to impose two limiting levels of
maximum permitted, noise generation:

i a maximum J.ev"lof 85 dBC/<)to which a worker maY be
exposed cOllti.'<luouslyduring a normal '''workingday;

ii a maximum 1notantaneous level of 140 dBA.

To .hoae unfamU:lar with noise measurements, the logarithmic
nature of the customary unit is mialeading. An improvement from
85 dB to 80 dB or from 9 to 85 may appear to be a marginal
change, but in fact, they represent reductions to half or third
of the original noise levels.

The EEC proposes that use of ear-defendera must be regarded
as an "exceptional temporary measure" to be employed only
until the need for them hae been eliminated Ear-defenders may
worn if that represents the only means of complying w~th the
requirement of prolonged exposure to a maximum of 85 dEA.

In addition to the employer's principal duty to maintain the
noise level below the specified level, the employer in his own
responsibility must measure and record relevant noise levels,
arrange for annual examinations of workers who may be at risk
and maintain individual records of such examinations. Employers
will be required to emplOy qualified personnel to'cope with these
various requirements of noise measurements, noise reduction and
medical examinations.
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The EEC, as an intro'duotory concession, suggests that for a
maximum of five-year period', the upper limit for normal exposure
may be increased to 90 dBA, althougn the application of this
relaxation to the installation of ••wly-commissioned plants will be
subjeot to scrutiny.

ACTS OF BRITISH PABLI~mNT:

The Health and Safet:r at Work Act of 1974 provides for the
protection of workers a.gainstrisu to their safety and health,
including the risk of hearing damage.

The Control of Pollution Act, 1974 gives local authorities powera
to protect the oOlllmu;o.cityagainst noise. Under Part III of this Act,
a local authority m~f speoify its Own requirements to limit noiae
on construction and ,liemolitionsites by serving a notice that may
in particular:

a specify the plant and machinery which is, or is not,
to be used;

b apecify the hours during which the work may be carried out;
c specify the level of noise which mey be emitted from the

premises in question or at any specified point on those
premises or which may be 80 emitted during specified hours and

II. provided for any change of Circumstances.

CODES OF PRACTICE for reducing the exposure of employed persons
to noise give recOmmendations for the maximum safe daily dosages
of noise for the unprotected human ear. The accepted limit for an
8-hour exposure to a steady sound is 90 dBA. If daily dosage
exceeds the safe limits, ear protectors should be provided.
Protection may be in the form of
a Ear plugs
b Ear muffs
c Box for employee
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UK CODE OF PRACTIGE :

Attempts to formu:Late a UKCode of Practice have been

continuing for se17eral years, but have yet to reach finality.
The t.o principal p01ntssof difference between the draft

code and the EEC],roposals are that the maxi.IIlWllcontinual
exposure le"el pr"posed in the former is 90 dBA, and this
would be a recomm'!ndedmaximumand not a mandatory
maximum.

Although the Code of practice would not itaelfhave

statuary backing, there is a provision in the Health and

Safety at Work Act, 1974 which places duty on all employers

to ensure the health and safety at work of their employees.
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PART - IV
"FORMULATION OF OPTIONS FOR NOISE CONTROL IN THE INDUSTRIES

OF BANGLADESH
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411 SCOPE OF NOISE CONTROL IN THE INDUSTRIES OF BANGLADESH 79
There is no scope to argue any further that the noise problem
in the industries of Bangladesh constitute a serious human •
.social and economi.cprOblem. Noise expOsure in our industries,
as Can be broadly inferred from the few eaSElstudies undertaken
as part of this rE,aearch. are 0 f dangerously high levels. (90-103dBA). It
would be preaentlJ' unthinkable and unperceivable in the develOlled
nations and in L$e\'eraldeveloping nations that suet.a large
number of workers (over 5,00,000 in major industries(1) are
exposed unprotect4.d by any means whatsoever to all the hazards
and ill consequences of nOise. The levels of noise in our
industries are high 'lDoughto merit Serious attention from all
quarters. Since till date nothing notable has been done in
Bangladesh as regsLrdl,

a recognizing the problem
b assessing the extent of the problem
c formulating means of controlling the problem,

It can be said with sufficient conviction that the scope of noise
control in the industries of Bangladesh is tremendous.

The pertinent question maY hel If the problem is SO serious and
the effects so harmful why have our workers not brought the
matter up with the management ? The answer maY lie in the fact
that it is not possible for any layman to connect industrial noise
(for that matter, any noise) with the pathological and psycholo-
gical disturban~es such as ulcer, palpitation, fatigue, etc.
Moreover, in tho economic context of this land, the working class
constitute the minimal-income group(2) who are content with the
work that earns them their daily bread and are hardly concerned
with the working conditions pertaining to light, heat, sound,
ventilation, etc.----------------
(1) Statistical Year BOOk, Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics
(2) The minimum wage of a fsctory worker is Tk.460j,



The prevention of noise is relatively COCltly(1). But, a 80
developing nation like Bangladesh may try to achieve sufficiently
satisfactory results in noise control practices by employing
local materials and contruction methods. Experts at a meeting
held in 1974 at the International Centre for Advanced Technical
and Vocational Training, Turin stressed that "meaaures taken
at the design stage of new buildings, installationa or processes,
as well as when new machines, equipment or processes are
introduced" should be (among other consideratiQns) the basis of
any noiae prevention programme. Presently. industrial machinery
is 100% import-dependent and. hence, there is nothing we can do
to reduce the noise from the machinery itself. Our field of
concern would be to control noise aft~r the foreign-made machines
have emitted the same. In this regard we can attempt to manipulate
the following in our favourl

a Volume of the space
b Shape of the space
c Foundation and mountings for the machinery
d Application of absorbent materials on wall,ceiling,etc.
e Judicious use 'of locally available materials

It must be noted here that it would be highly taxing on owners
of industries to effect noise control in the industries sOlely
by importing foreign materials and technology use of which is a
costly proposal even in most developed nations.

The manipulation of the above factors would normally precede
such other noise control measures as

a the reduction of the number of jobs involving exposure
to noise ha.zards

b the redu(;tionof exposure time
c the use of personal protective equipment.and
d provision of appropriate information and training

for expo"ed.workers----------------_._---_._----------
(1) Noise and Vibratie'llin the Working Environment I ILO



The buildup of sound levels in a room is due to repeated
reflections of sound from the enclosing surfaces. C:i) Reduction
in the volume will result in reduced reverberation time and an
improved situation. The shape of a space has a great deal to
do with reflected sound from wall surfaces, etc. Careful
handling of these during design stage can considerably negate
reflections that aid in the creation of noise. In order to
prevent noise travelling through the structure, it is essential
to make the foundation of the machinery discontinuous with the
main structure. Flex.ible mountings are often employed to
isolate the machinery from the building structure. Otherwise
the machine vibration may generate noise at a remote part of
the building, where an element occurs with a corresponding
resonant frequency. Locally available partex boards, gypsum
boards, etc. are already being used successfully because of
their absorbent qualiti.es to reduce noise in other enterprises.
The use of these materials with Variations and combinations
in methods of mounting Can be effectiva in reducing noise level
in our industries. The obvious building materials such as
brick, .concrete, mild steel frame, etc could be used to the
advantage of noise control if their acoustic properties were
studied and their usage guided by ensuing findings.
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4:2 NOISE CONTROL BY PLANNING. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION METHODS

Noise generated in an industrial space will have two
components :

i Direct sound emitted by the machines

ii Indirect or reverberant sound affected by the
volu~e of the space and the nature and character
of the materials and construction of the envelope
of the space.

In attempting to control noise in a space, it shall be
necessary to take into consideration both these components.
The control of noise emitted by the machines is fundamentally
the responsibility of designers and manufacturers of the
machines and perhaps to some extent that of structural
engineers who are responsible for designing the foundations
for these macldnes. As a rule, machines in use in Bangladesh
indu6tries tend to be noisy because our industrialists,
motivated by the cost factor rather than machine performance,
opt in favour of importing the least expensive maChinery.
Quieter machines now being produced abroad are necessarily
expensive. However, we maY certainly formulate some measures
to excercise reasonable control over the direct noise from
machines. The architect's responsibility in this respect is
generally confined to the following I

i Planning of the machine layout considering functional
requirements and limiting the total machine noise in
a space by isolating groups of machines in acoustically
protective compartments or spaces.
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ii Designing the envelope of the compartments with
suitable sound insulation characterstics.

iii Erection of.enclosures around the machines

As regards the reverberant component of the noise in the
space, the architect's responsibility is greater, more direct
and of utmost importance. It involves the following:

i Determining the geo~etry and volume of the space in
consideration of the functional requirements and also
in relation to the general acoustic requirements such
as avoiding concentration of reflected sound in any
work area and minimising the reverberation time by
keeping the volume of the space to the necessary
minimum.

ii Choosing materials and construction methods for the
envelope of the space in relation to the functional,
visual and acoustic/noise control requirements.
Maximising sound absorption in the space without
adversely affecting other requirements will reduce the
reverberant noise; thereby reducing the total noise in
the space. However, noise reduction in a space by
absorpti.on alone is not at all an efficient means as
can be s'een from the following chart:(1)

Redunion in Reverberant Noise Level (NR)
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5 10* 15 20 dU

Ratio ufTotal.Room Absorption (alia)

.Pr;Jctica1 upper limit of improvement FIGURE 20
---------------------------

(1) Concepts in Architectural Acoustics by M. David Egan
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The chart indicates that the reverberant noise level Can be
reduced by a margin of 10 dB if the amount of abaorption ia
increased by more than ten times the initial value before
treatment. Also this is practically the upper limit for most
remedial situations.

Having outlined the general responsibilities and scope of work
of the archite<:t with respect to noise control in industries
through planning, design and construction methods and having
already reviewed the noise control theories and practices, we
may now attempt to formulate a set of options for noise control
measures in the industries of Bangladesh. These options will be
necessarily of a general nature and by no means should they be
expected to provide all the answers pertaining to the noise
problem in any specific industry which will have particular
characterstics. Nevertheless the options formulated will provide
useful guidelines for local designers of industrial spaces.
Furthermore, sl.nce the options are formulated with particular
consideration to local materials and construction techniques,
these will be found practically useful in the context of the
situation prevailing in Bangladesh.

In order to prclceed with the formulation of the appropriate
options for nol.se control in industries in Bangladesh, we may
examine the pOflsibilities in the areas of planning, design and
construction meth,)ds, in that order. For this phase of our
study we shall us,e data and information collected from only
one of the Case> Studies because it is considered that this
will not Only 1;,eenough to establish the basis Of our
formulation but ~,lso the formulated options will generally be
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applicable ~o a large number of ind~stri~a in Bangladeah
for noise coutrol purposes. The C~se Study selected for
study here is described as followe :
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other ancilliary machinery and equipment in the SPace. The ,~'
general pattern of activity is th3.teach worker ia scationed , :,

, ,for the entire part of hie 8"hour shift at his machine. Many ~:
workers sit. and work. Except for the supervisors a.'1dth", few ~,
labourers who move beame, etc. from one place to another,
there ia hardly any movement of workers. During summer many
wOrkers attend to their machine wearing eleevelees vesta.
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Formulated Planning Options

Not all groups of machines in an industry are noisy to the
same deafening level. In our Case Study it has been seen
that the looms occupying 50% of the area generate levels of
noise in the environment ranging from 97 dBA to 103 dBA. The
other half of the space occupied by such functions as twisting,
pirn-winding,beaming etc. have a much lower level of
noise. ( 89 dBA to 96 dBA). It may not be very.difficult to
identify similar zones of high ~d low noises in most
industries. Effective noise reduction/isolation may demand
zoning of the industry into high, medium and low noise areas
on the basis of the degree of noise generation and each such
ZOne may be located in separate building structures, if
permissible functionally. This may entail the following
benefits l

i Restricting contribution of noise from high noise
level zone to zones comprising of medium and low
level noises.

ii Further noise control measures shall have to be
applied only to the high noise level area, whose
size has be,en considerably reduced On account of
the separation and this "Ul resu1 t in economic
benefit.

iii Each zone will derive its architectural and functional
identity from the separation.
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In our Case St.udy. the total area could have been separated
into two zones __ a high and a low level noise zone. The two

zones could have been housed into two separated buildings to
the obvious advantage of the low level noise zone.

'.

Looms

FIGURE 23

Looms High

Low

Entry
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When a single building structure is unavoidable due to other
demanding factors, isolation of groups of machines by noise
protective enclosures on the basis of degree of noise emission
and/or optimum number of machines in a space may prove
beneficial tOY/ardsnoise reduction procedures. The architect
may by careful planning and design reduce the number of
machines in a space that contribute to the direct noise
acting on the worker. It is simple mathematics that the noise
effect of (sAY) ten numbers of machines emitting near-equal
level of noise will be far less than the effect from (say) a
hundred such machines.

If a number of equal decibel values are to be combined, 10 log n
is added to the decibel value, where n is the number of equal
decibel values.(1) Hence, supposing that a machine emits 100 dB
of sound. From the formula and considering for the two cases n

j , . ..'

equal to 1Q respectively, we get

for n •• 10 10 log 10 •• 10 x 1.0000.. 10
total noise I 100+ 40 ••110dB

Again for n •• 100 10 log 100 ••
total noise I

10 x 2.0000. 20
100 + 20 ••120dB

Thua, it is evident that less number of machines wou14 generate
considerably less 'dB' levels.

The total number Of machines may be isolated into smaller units/
groupS which would be acoustically isolated from each other.
~gain, all the units together would he the entire factory. The
snag in this system of "3IIlallunits" is less efficient supervisi~n
because of lack of visual contact; a defect which can be overcome
by utilising a Composite construction, barrier wall made of brick
and glass as shown below. Such an arrangement would provide

(1) CONCEPTS IN ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS BY M. DAVID EGAN
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sufficient transwission loss between the spaces and simul-
taneously provide for the much-required visual contact. Under
special cases, the management may require to increase the
number of supervisors but compared to the benefit accorded
to the workers viz. improved working condition such added
expenditure is Iforththe cost involved. A time may soon come as
is already existing in the developed countries when the
management of our industries will find the additional
expenditure incurred on account of increased number of supervisors
much more economical than meeting the claims of workers
suffering from nois_ induced hearing loss. Breaking up the
factory into smaller units without affecting the work-pattern
will increase efficiency as the workers will perform within a
quieter environment. The isolation of units will mean that less
number of machiJleS will be effective noise-wise on the workers
and, therefore, the indirect or reverberant noise will also be
reduced. Less absorption will be required as compared with the
larger factory space because of reduced indirect noise.
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Tu@ advantages and disadvantages of planning llltO zones and
isolation units for noise control is enumerated below :

91

Advantage!L

1 Less noise.

2 Unit supervisors will be more

effective as he would be
dealing with less number of
workers.

3 Less area of absorption will
be required as noise level
would be reduced.

4 Creation of intimate court.s

and outdoor spaces because of
the possibilities of variation in
massing by smaller building
blocks/units.

5 Worker will find his identity in
a small group

6 Movement Of beam, etc.
regimented •.

7 Sense of favourable competition
8Jl!ongstsm••ll groups 0 f workers.

8 Day-lighting can be made easily
available :In am,,'.lunits with
shorter spl.ns/ba:s.

E.it'ladv a:nt ~~

1 Difficulty in
supervision.

2 Additional cost.

3 Possible functional
inconV"e:J.ienceL,.

.



Formulated Design Options

i Geometrical possibilities of the plan
of industrial spacesl

92

The square plan will provide for
dispersion of sound uniformly
throughou", the space. As a result, at
any spot 1;he 'dB'-value will be close
to the aVllrage dB-value in the space.

Dispel"sion of sound may not be uniform
particularly when the machines are in
operation sectionally, in a rectangu-
lar plan. There may be several locals
of relatively high level of sound,
consideral,ly higher than the average
dB-level in the space.

The L-shaped plan will be advantae;eou",
from the poi.lltof view of zoning of
machines of different noise levels.

UNIFORM
DISPERSONOF
NOISE

IRREGULAR
DISPERSION
GIVINGRISE TO
PEAK POINT

HIGH
LEVEL

LOW
LEVEL

FIGURE 25
ii Possibilities of variation in height of the ind~strial

spaces :

We know from Sabine's equation
that R.T. c .05 VIA where,

R.T. = reverberation time in sec.
V c volume of the space in cu.ft.
A c absorption in saLines.
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It is evident that reduced volume will mean less rever-
beration time. The case studies indicate that it is pOssible
to lessen the height of the ceiling to reduce volume in many
industries in Bangladesh. Shorter R.T. will result in
reduction of indirect or reverberant sound, which in itself
could be a noise control measure.

iii Possibilities of maximising the absorption in the space:

Absorption in sspacs has its consequences on the Reverberation
time •.The more the absorption the lesser the R.T. (from
Sabine's equation). The soft materials used in looms and the
clothed bodies of the workers in our Case Study will provide
for significant absorption. Again, the hard plastered ceiling
and walls will be reflective and will counter absorption. The
industrial buildings in Bangladesh have, in most cases, the
same hard and sound reflecting materials both indoors and
outdoors. There is tremendous scope of introducing large
amoud ~f absorptive materials specially by way of using

f' /,.", ',••", ".'

..:--talli4L.ceilingto increase absorption. Low and-.absorptive
• ". ,: , .l

false ceiling will be effective in two ways: '(a) reducing. ' . .
the volume of the room and (b) increasing absorption in
the space.



Tb." follow:l.ng il3 an illustration u.shg the data and

i.l1fol'l!ls.tion r<l1ating to one I:;p"ciU.c caBe study and

prov~.ng the vali.di.ty nnd ')1"0 a6seesing the degree

"f noise reduction that can be acb.iev••d by manipulation

iu.vcl,Mme and quantity of absorption, generally
s)?<oakL',C' :

G"lc"lu,ti')ns ,lone fc,r factory PQ.R.

Cafi~ - 1 : 1'l'H;;tered wall and c.,iling, nO absorptive

materials.
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Case -II (i) Abaorption in walls: (5'_0" from floor level

to cailing) 3/4" perforated partex board on

wooden frame with 1" airspsce separating it

from the wall.

(:l.i) ~'uDctional Abaorbers: Three-dimensional

cy'lindrical forms made of porous tin sheet and
filled with glass wool.

'.
, ,

Case-III : (:I.) Abaorption in walla: (5'-0" from floor level to

ceiling) Porous gypsum board with glass wool
baCking.

(ii) l"uuctional Absorbers: As in SET I. _

M~. and Machine 6
Plasterod Viall/C:e11ing .02

rorforated Partex Board .65

l'Ol"OU"" Gypsum.Board with abaorIltivo backing .80

Functional Absorbers .80

GlasB .10

\
;
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100

7100 .sftll

42.10 ;;ft.

2625 flft.

1~7"" sft ••••i";~ )

213750 ",ft.

Abo'v'f;. 5 t •••.ou fr01VJ

n,nor to ceiling

Volume

Ie (Sabine's E;uation)

~hore R.T " Reverberation Time in sec,
V c Volume in eft.
A 0 Abacrption in Sabincs •
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SOUND ABSORPTION: Reverberant Sound Pressure Lev€ls from Sound Power Levels

EXAMPLE - Use of Graph:

Given: 50 hp pump with 2 P'NLof 90 dB (re: 10-12 watt) at 500 Hz. Ro~m volume of 5,000 ft3
and reverberatio'i time (11 of 1 sec at 501) Hz.

Procedure to find SPL: 1. Enter gr:l:ph at volurn-e of 5,000 ft3 and read opposite .T = 1.0 sec curve to
~ - 7 dB (se8 dashed HOles on graph),

2. Thercfo,", SPL - PWL = -7 and SPL = 90 - 7 = 83 dB at 500 Hz,
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( Using the Chart shown on previous page )

Case I Prior to treat~

•• •

from chart,

Volume
R. T

(SFL - PWL)
SPL
PWL

••
••

••
••
•

2,13,750 eft.
7.78 sec.

-14 dB.

100 dB.
(100+14) dB." 114 dB

Case II With treatment (Wall-perforated Partex Board
ceiling - FUnctional Absorbers)

Volume e 2,13,750 eft.
R. T •• 1.11 8ec •

from chart; (SPL - PWL) • -22
or SPL - 114 '" -22
• SFL' 114 - 22 92 dB••• •• ••

Case III with treatment (.all- Porous gyRsum bOard with
absorptive backing
ceiling- FUnctional, Absorbers)

Volume ~ 2.13,750 eft.
R. T • 1.04

from chart I (SPL - PWL) •• -23
(SPL - 114) •• -23

• 3PL (114 - 23) dB••• ••
e 91 dB.

Therefore, we may conclude that a noise reduction of 8 and 9
dBA respectively is effected by use of the two different types
of absorptive treatment. FUrther reduction i.e. possible if we
isolate the machines into zones of High & Low level noises.

;",
l



Formulated C('nstruction Optionsl

The method &.Ildtype of construction employed in a buUding
can to a grel,textent determine the noise level within.
Generally, it c.!l.nbe said that massive and solid structure
.Ul resist l,oise transimission from one space to another
while soft, reo:Uient and vibrating objects in a space
will absorb noise. Hard surface of solid and massive
constructionll, essential for effecting .Transmission LOlIs(1),
give rise .toreverberant sound inside a space. Thereby
contributing to enhancement of the net noise level in the
space. It is therefore often aecessary to introduce soft
materials in a space along with the noise insulative
treatments.

The architect may adopt the following methods of construction
in attempting to reduce noise in the industry :

a Erection of walls and screens between noisy spaces to
prevent transmission of noise from one SPace to another.
The walls may be of all brick, combinati'on of brick and
glass (for visual contact) and combination of brick and
absorbents. Situations in which construction of all-brick
wall will negate efficient supervision of workers and
thereby hamper production, it is essential to-make use
of the wall-glass combination.

(1) Transmission Loss(TL) is the amount is decibels by which
sound is reduced bY.passing from one side of the
structure to the other.

98
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The following are some examples of walls and screens
constructed for souno.inolation a1.ongwith their effective

f ,)
t,: (b) : \ ~

~
V'

.----- --_ ..-_.---- .

.--.---- ~,-""-- -.--_ ..- .
.

~--- ---~-- ~f
-- ---- '.--'-~---.-
220 /lir.1. AL L BRICK
TL~ 50 dB

220 MM liZ BRICK V2 GLASS
TL=23 dB

---

- -

-
~ .

~

- 0/, .V -
.- .

, .

.
li8 GL.AS 7iB BRICK (220 MM.)
TL= 29 dB

1/4 GLASS )/4 BRICK(220 MM )
TL= 26 dB--

--
1'30MM. CONCRET
TL=47 dB

FIGURE 27

(1) CONCEPTS IN P~CHITECTUTIAL ACOUSTICS: M~ DAVID EGAN



In the practical situation as exists in our Case Study, a
construction of the combination of 50% brick and 50~ glass
may be the ideal solution in view of the constant supervision
necessary. The entire factory space may be isolated into
smaller units by using the above-mentioned Wall-glass
construction. This will effect a TL of approximately 23 dB
between t.o spa,ces. We know that the average noise level in
the whole loom area is appro.1mately 100 dBA. (see readings).
This would mean by back calculation that each of the four
smaller units would have a noise level of 94 dBA,
a,pproximately.

100

10[~1 II I
10[~1 fC]

1c=J1 II I I I
101 II I~

101 II II
101 II II

101 II II
101 I I ' II'

94 dBA

97dBA

94dBA

lOOdBA

94dBA•....

97a8

94dBA

FrGURE 28
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This would be the situation if the divj.ding walls we.re

absolutal)' sound proof aud thl!lre was no transmission of sc.und.

However, ".ith the constructJ.on of thE:wall-glass struct.ure a
l\;,v~l of noise amounting to 91.-23 i.e. '1'1 dBAwould be

allow~~=1'to filt;t~~,.between the dividersI') This would havo to b~

added to the i!ldiYi.iual 103•• ,,1 of 94 dBAexisting in each unH

to find the tot.",1 noise level in each unit. l,ddition of

I<,o:::'e than

dBA wcu:Ld
. ( ,

9" ..; 1)tlJ.:}.l: ••.

r<lsult in 94 dB since the differenc e is

A further reduction of noise le',el can
be il.ppro:r.:.1.msted,b;r using acou6tic colling and the task left

to be tackle'i with absorblinta nowbecomes less difficult.

'.

-------------------_._._------
(1) Accon!ing to t:1Ei rules of addition of noises.

.- l--_
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Screens are ver:y useful for absorbing directional noise from
the source.(1) The. screen is absorbent on the inside facing
the source. The so.und falling on this face will largely be
absorbed and will thus be obstructed from contributing to the
reverberant sound. Persons behind the screen will be protected
from the direct sound, provided the dimensions of the screen
are large compa~ed to the wavelength of the sound.

I

MACHINE

FIGURE 29

SCREEN
WITH
ABSORBENT

'.

It is Common sight in industries to see offices within provided
only with screen walls (oft~n glazed) and no ceiling. This type
of construction is ineffective in providing insulation whereas
the lightest type of ceiling would possibly have ensured noise
reduction by approximately 20 dB2• Obviously, heavier ceiling
and walls will provide greater reduction in noise level.

-----_._---------------------_._-_._._._-
(1) Acoustics, Noise and Buildings by Parkin and Humphreys
(2) Ibid
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.~hen it is necessary to absorb sound on both faces of a screen,
absorbents should be used on the faces. For example, the
the absorbent faces may consist of perforated hardbOard over
a layer of mineral wool on both faces. A single sheet of
unperforated hardboard in the centre dividing the two layers
of mineral wool provide an adequate barrier to sound.

. r--PERFORATED
I _ HARD BOARD

-.-PLAIN
. HARDBOARD

..SCREEN
VERTICAL SECTION

MINERAL
WOOL

FIGURE 30

In the Case. Study, using the two-way absorbent screen between
the looms would prove to be very effective. The amount of
noise reduced in this manner will depend on the type of
absorbents applied to the screen face.

'.

ABSORBENT
SCREEN

WORKER WORKER

LOOM LOOM
F(GURE 31
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511 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

'fiLe present study and investigation invol.~ed the following
azeas of concern in connection with the industrial noise scene
in Bangladedl:

i Review of the effects of noise on man in general and On
j~dustrial workers in particular.

ii Review of the theories and practices of noise control
in the industries.

iii Review of the laws. regulations and codes of practices for
industri~l noise control prevailing in different countries.

iv Csse studies of some selected industries in Dhaka
involving measurements of dBA levels in a systematic
manuer covering the work areas in them and comparing
thes'" values with internationally recommended levels.

v Recording the noise of a selected industry on a Tape
R",corder and subsequently analysing the recorded
material in the laboratory with the hdp" of a
F-requency .l.nalyz.er.

vi Formulations of options for noise control measure~ from
an arcl1it'actura1 point of view in the industries of
Bangladewl on a broad and general basis with particular
emphasis ')n the use of local materials and construction
technique JS.

Sound ia an everyday phenomenon that we mistakenly tend to
ignore. People living in noisy environments grow to accept noise
as an obvious companion of their daily life, ignorant of the fact
that notwithstanding their ability to tolerate noise. they are
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being physiologically and psychologically affected by it.
The ~tonomic nervous system - that network Df nerve fibres and
ductless glands which regulates such involuntary functions as
heartbeat, temperature, digestioD.and respiration - begins to
react 70 dB, equivalent to the sound of traffic On most of our
city streets.

Industrial workers are partic~larly susceptible to noise-induced
diseases, auditive and extra-auditive, on account of the noisy
character of their working environment. Industrial workers
perhaPS form the largest single group which is exposed to the
hazards of high level noise. Noise in the industries and in
other envirorunentsmust be recognized as a growing national
health problem and steps must be taken to stop it.

Noise in the industries may be controlled in a number of widely-
varying ways. Several noise control theories and practices
are in vogue in the developed countries and the present study
has attempted.to.examine these mainly from a viewpoint of the
architect's role. Methods of noise control include the
following:

i Planning and Designing of industries wi.th
acoustical consideration.

ii Erection of enclosure around worker and around
machine.

iii Vibr,ationisolation
iv Use of sound-absorptive materials
v Job-:~otation of workers to minimise exposure to noise

vi Regular tests under medical supervision to
iden.tifyworkers who are more susceptible to
nois'B-indliceddiseases.

vii Use of personal protective equipment such as
ear-plug, ear-muff, etc.
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Laws and regulations pertaining to maximum allowable noise
level in industries and exposure-time for workers is in force
in most developed and several developing countries. Generally,
the maximum allowable noise-level varies between 85-90dBA •
•hile the exposure time is almost universally accepted to be
eight hours. Each country has to promulgate regulations that
best suits its purpose. This .ill depend to a great extent on
the type of industries and the nature of machinery being used.
In Bangladesh, there are no laws limiting the noise level in
the industries. There is no mechanism either to measure the
noise level in our industries. It may be concluded from the
studies carried out that serious noise problem, well above the
international recommended levels, exist in many of our industries.
Considering that in Bangladesh, in keeping with employment
conditions elsewhere, each worker .orks for an eight-hours
shift each day, the maximum allo.able time-exposure may be fixed
at eight hours without hampering the existing system of
practice and habit. Ho.ever, in deciding to pin-pint the
maximum allowable noise-level in the industri~B of Bangladesh,
a detailed survey of the actual position is r~~u1red in terms
of general types of industries and nature Of machinery. Such
a survey may be carried out by theEDvironmental Pollution
Control Eureau. Being aware of the fact that reduction of
noise in our industries .ill incur large sum of mo~y, it may
be advisable to adopt the higher noise-level allowed in other
countries, namely 90 dHA. as the limiting noise level for our
industries. A law or regulation .ould mean measuring the
noise level of each industry and taking effective measures to
bring down the level to allowable limits. It would be an economic
proposition to enforce a law asking industrialists to bring down
the noise level of their industries to 90 dHA rather than 85dBA.
Generally speaking, it seems logical from the preliminary studies
to allow a maximum noise level of 90 dHA for an eight-hour
shift in Bangladesh industries.
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FOur industries in the Tongi-Joydebpur Industrial Area were
selected with such varied functions as weaving by mechanical
looms; manufacture of paper and hardboard; carding, samplix,
twisting and spinning in cotton mills. The general character of
the buildings are R.C.C. columns and beams with peripheriQl.l
brick walls and either R.C.C. or C.I. Sheet roofs. Measurements
were taken with a Precision Sound Level Meter (B&K Type 2203)
wi th A-weighted ".slo,w"reaponse on a grid-iron patt ern over the
entire working area of each industry. Spot readings showed levels
ranging from generally 85-100 dBA with certain areas recording
levels as high as 103 dBA. The existing seriousness of the
situation in our industries merits urgent attention of all those
concerned with industries and the well-being of the workers
housed within. The noise-level in our industries with reference
to our Case Studies is well-above the 85-90dBA limit set in most
international regulations.

Recognizing the fact that the noise level in all our Case Studies
exceeded the allowable limits of international standards and that
the selected industries had typical construction.materials and
methods, only one Case Study (Factory FQR) was chosen to carry out
Frequency Analysis of its noise. This Was done by recording the
noise with the help of a Tape Recorder (B&K Type 7004). at two
stations in the space. Third-octave analysis was carri~d out by
the help of a Frequency Analyzer (B&K Type ) and the results
were recorded on a Level Recorder (B&K Type 2307).

The noise level on the following Octave bands were recorded I

20-63 Hz, 63-200 Hz, 200-630 Hz, 630-2000 Hz, 2000-6300 Hz and
6300-20,000 Hz. The analysis is necessary to identify the frequency
bands where the nOise-problem is mOst serious such that absorptive
materials and forms may be recommended in view of their optimum
performances in those troubled frequency bands.
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The analysis shows that in the Case ~tudy the maximum noiae
is emitted in the bands 200-630 Hz, 630-2000 Hz and 2000-6300 Hz.
Locally available materials such as Ferforated Partex Board,
Porous Gypsum Board and manufactured suspended cylindrical
forms made of porous tin sheet filled with absorptive materials
are good absorbers of sound at the frequency bands that
offer greater noise problem in our Case Study. It has been
illustrated that noise reduction of upto 9 dBA is possible my
maximum use of sucp absorptive treatment with mixed use of
these locally - available materials.

Attempt has been made to formulate options for noise control
measures in whi.ch the architect plays the predominant role. Such
measures include

i Pl!Ulning of the machine layout considering functional
requirements and limiting the total machine noise in a
space by ie:olating groups of machines in acoustically
protective compartments or spaces.

0.

ii Designing the envelope of the compartmel}ts with
suitable sound insulation characterstics.

iii Erection of enclosures around the machine and the
workers, separating man from machine in both .Cases.

The following options were discussed in this paper

i

11

iii

Planning Options
Design Options
Construction Options.

In formulating the options, emphasis was given on locally-
aVailable materials and such methods of construction which are
generally practicable in this country.
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This Thesis Paper has succeeded in establishing that the
noise problem Elxists in OUr industries in rather sever
magnitudes. Th" problem recognized and analysed _ the paper
goes to certain lengths to suggest means of tackling the
problem effectively with local materials and local construction
techniques. The suggestions may be used as general design
guide-lines by persons concerned with acoustical design of
industrial spaces. This paper has also highlights the role Of
the architect in noise control practices. Sufficient published
matter has been Part of the study Of this paper and the facts
brought to light may evoke several professionals, especially
those belonging to medicine and engineering, to embark upon
serious research work pertaining to noise problem, its prevention
and control; and the well-being of the workers.

It has been one of the purposes Of this paper to stir awareness
among Bangladeshi workers, industrialists, architects and
engineers, medical doctors, government agencies and all
concerned with the growth of industries and the'well-being of

, .
t.e workers that noise in Our industries exist at damaging
levels, that it affects the workers, that there is tremendous
scope Of improving upon the situation and not necessarily by
incurring heavy financial expenditures. If even a sesment of
the persons concerned have been made a little more aware than
before, the purpose of the paper has been largely successful.
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NOISE-INDUCED DISEAS~~ AUDITIVE & EXTRA-AUDITIVE

It is important for persons concerned with the hearing loss of
factory workers to know about audiometry and about the more
common types of hearing defects. However, a reliable assessment
of a person's hearing can be got by a proper clinical examination.

It has always been of interest to acousticians to know how loud a
noise will cause serious damage to the ear i.e. damage the eardrum
beyond cure or destroy the delicate ossicles. Experiments on
animals and investigations of persons damaged by such accidents
of exposure to loud noises, it appears that a sound as high as
high as 150 dB will cause immediate damage permanently.

However, it is of greater importance to know of hearing loss
caused by exposures Over periods of time to the noise levels that
occur in everyday life. Exposures to these noises cause more
deafness; such as damage to the sensory cells of the inner ear,
damage to the auditory nerve whence no surgical remedy is
possible. Nerve deafness tend to affect at first the higher
frequencies but will often, if severs enough, extend over the
whole frequency range. '

Temporary losseo due to noise of low levels will soon be
recovered. The periOd of recovery may be anything between a few
seconds to month. depending on the nature of the noise exposure
And the person concerned.

Permanent hearing loss due to exposure to sound depend on many
variables and hence it has been difficult to establish a safe sound
level that people may be exposed to without risking damage to
hearing. The variables are (a) loudness and nature of the noise
(b) whether exposure is intermittent, (0) previous exposure of the
person to noise (d) different physical reactions of different
persons to the aame noise.

'1~



Perforation of the eardrum caused by explosion, etc. will result
in some loss of hearing. Most often, the eardrum will hear and
hearing will return to normal. In extreme cases, it is possible
to replace the daJll&gedeardrum by an artiticial one.

If the sensory cells in the inner ear loose their sensitivity
or there is some dGteet in the auditory nerve, the resulting
loss ot hearing is termed as nerve deafness or sensory-neural
deatness. This type of hearing loss is different for ditferent
frequencies and nearly always i. greater at the ~igher frequencies
(above 1000 Hz) than at lower frequencies. This type of hearing
losses occur to people working under noisy conditions.

Sensory - neural deafness may be caused by very loud noise which
can disrupt the corti and break down the sensory cells Blast or
explosion - in war or in industrial accidents - can CaUse produce
sudden and total deafness.

Bollermaker 's Deafne ss is the damage to hearing due to sustained
noise. It is anoc(:upational disease among the riveters and
others who work in'extremely noisy environments over long periods
of time Boilermakers :Deafness does not destroy hearing completely
but it makes the ear non-sensitive to many frequencies.

Occupational DeafneSSI

The physio-pathological process which takes place on the inner
ear or cochlear apparatus rather progressively modifying hearing
as a result of the effect of loud noise is termed as Occupational
Deafness. The disease originates with the degenerative impairment
of the neuro-senaorial cell of the Corti organ-and the impairment

-of hearing progresses. It culminates in a complete exhaustion of
the metabolites of the neuro--sensorial cells and their total
wasting away from lack of nourishment. The disease aan only be
detected by the inability of the listener to perceive sounds,
initially whispers. door bell and telephone bell and, as the
disease progresses gradually and increasingly. conversation. The
results of laboratory and x-ray tests are not characterstic at any
stage ot the disease.
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A histological examination, the reaults of which would
characteratically ahow the atrophy of the neuro-aensorial
cella of the Corti organ, ia poasible only after death.

AUDIOMETRY
The meaaurement of hearing lose is termed as audiometry and the
instrument used to measure this is known as an audiometer. This
instrument produces pure tones at various frequencies and at
pressure levels which can be adjusted over a wide range, but
often only in 5 dB steps. The subject wears earphones and the
level of the tone is set below the threshold of hearing. The
level of the one of the pure tones is raised and the person is
asked when he can just detect it. The test is usually done
seperately for each ear. If the person has no hearing defects
then the pressures indicated by the audiometer will be on the
region of the bottom curve of figure below (fig.5). A person who
has some defect.in hearing will not be able to hear these
tones at these pressures and the tones must be made louder

before the deaf person can hear them. The amount by which the
levels must be raised above the normal threshold is defined
as "hearing loss". For example, an affect person .may only just
be able to hear a.t1000 Hz a level of~ say. 34 dll.compared with
the normal 4 dB i.e. he has a hearing lost of 30 dB at this
frequency. A graph showing a person's hearing loss as a function
of frequency is called audiogram (aee fig.) pg.29.

It is advisable to use special rooms during such tests as noise
1 " " .leve in the room wj.ll maal the test tones and the hearing

loss measured inder noisy conditions may be higher than the
true hearing loss.
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FunctionlAl teat of the hearing organs are carried out by

Liminal p,:!~.!L;audiometrz by which routine testa are
carried out "ithin tbe frequencies 125 to 8000 Hz. This is the
auxiliary method f,ordiagnosing impairment of hearing and
locating euch dama~e.

Su¥ralim~ai ~£~~~~ometrI based on epecial tests used for
a topogra:pllicd),agnosis of perceptive deafness.

11 5

Vocal audiometry
and the selection

which helps in the
of hearing aid.

rehabilitation of hearing

'l'est:l.nghc::aring..2l-~~.2.U~-!~!. Which would be useful
in Bangladesh in the absence of essential equipment, sound-proof
room, etc. According to the test, in the initial stage of hearing
impairment, the listener does not hear whispering or cOnversation
at a distance of 0.5 to 1 m. The progressive characterstic of the
disoase in its final stage deprives the patient to hear loud
con.ers&tion at a distance of 0.5 mo

The a~umetric ...:.testwhich b widely used and the .,diseaseis
diaaniaed by mOlms of Weber-Rinne-Schebach teat, also known as
classical tests.

Objective ~~~~ ie based on the examination of the
cortical potent~al which appear after sound stimuli ana is
especially auccoGsful in casss of aggravation, retarded
children, etc.

£2chleogrsphl wbich is complex but accurate method of diagnosing
hearing impairment.
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To carry out audiometric hearing tests the following are
essent ial #

a Apparatus fer pure tons liudi\Jmetric t~5ts (I.iminal and
supraliminal audiometry) :

1~e appliances would be able to produce all tones below 250 Hz
at a lavel' not less than 5 dB. The frequencies essential
for the audiometer are from 64 Hz to 11 584 Hz, in practice
from 128 Hz to 8 18it Hz, or in the case of decimal graduati.on,
from 125 to 8 000 Hrt<. The intensi.ty of production of pure
tones should rang~ between 0 and 100 (110) dB. The audiometers
should have.a built-in system for muffling noise.

b Apparatus for vocal audiometry: audiometer, test generator
(magnatic t~pe6 with standard phonetic tests) and an appliance
to measure intensity to be used for phonetic tests.

c Objective audiometry requires built-in apparatus for audiometry,
electroencephalography, and a computer for data analysis.

d Apparatus for cochleography are very specialia~d and are
available at a very few scientific laboratories. These are
not ma5S produced.

The construction of this room is based on the principle- of
acoustical Rnd vib.ratory iaolation. The _alls of this chamber
h<Ave to seperaH!d from the walls of the rest of the building by
a sp&ce of at least 10 cm &nd the floor must reat.on anti-vibratory
supports. Th~ resonance frequency of this room must be less than
10 Hz, the R.T. should be practically zero, tho walls shall have
to be acoustically cc'rrected with a substance (mineral wool,
glass fibre, cotton, etc) whose absorption coefficient on the
average is 0.99 (99%) at the lowest frequencies (125 Hz) during
an audiometric test.



A quick test to detect hearing loss is baaed on apure tone
audiometry for examiILingthe stage of hearing at the frequency
of 4 000 H~ only. at which according to recommended to carry
out tests at frequencies of 2000 and 4000 H~.

The behavorial pattern of a worker suffering from occupational
deafness is reflected on the mental stage of the patient whol
mOOdy and withdrawn from social contact among other negative
SilJIUI.

Occupational deafness is a progressive disease is which can
only be stopped by shifting the affected worker to jObs away
from noi8Y environment. Spontaneous improvement is unknown in
this disease as it involves an irreversible degenerative
process provoking an atrophy of the neuro-seneori.l cells of
the organ of the Corti.

Evaluation Of the impairment of hearing is carried out in order
to establish the degree and pinpoint the localisation of
defective hearing. Assessment of scope of loss of hearing is
carried out with the help of established tables. The workers
must also be assessed regarding their capacity to work in
order to find out whether they should be allowed to continue
or prevented from continuing to work in a noisy environment.
The assessment requires :

a a complete set of data on the state of the ear for the
case history;

b a Case history'of the work involved;
c physical noise measurements;
d audiograms obtained at the time of first examination

(on employment preferably) and subsequent tests;
\e an evaluation of the rapidity with which is pairment

progressed dur.ingthe period in question;
f data concerning the average loss of hearing of other

workers engaged in same work.
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It is of utmost importance to wstch th~ rate at which deterio-
ration in the llnpair~ent of hearing develops. The degree of
impairment reached is not as much a factor as the speed.
Therefore:

a all worleers suffering from a rapid deterioration of
hearing must be removed from noisy jobs. This is
particularly important for young woakers with a relatively
short period (less than ten years). Whenever a sudden and
rapid progression of impairment is noticed in any age
group (for any number of years of exposure), the concerned
workers should be immediately removed from their noisy
environment.

b workers wi~h more than 15 years service in the noise area
and who respond to show slight imapirment may be allowed
to continue to work provided they undergo audiometric
teats regularly.

c workers with very long period of work and suffering from
medium impairment of hearing have to undergo audiometric
tests every six months in addition being tre4ted by
audiologists.

d workers with long periods of service and suffering from
serious impairment must be treated systematically by
audiolOgists. For these group of workers audiomet~c
tests are compulsory every 3-4 months. If the progression
of impairment is obvious, it would be necessary to change
jobs.

Workers whose individual sensibility to the effect of noise is
particularly pronounced and persists throughout life are termed
as Handic~ped Workers by the ILO. Such persons may return to
their noisy jobs prov.ided that impairment has immproved during
the periOd of non-exposure or abaence from noisy job. But,
reassignment should only be allowed, according to ILO, only if
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the management of tlul factory (or working, envirolllllent)has
1lIlprovedthe workj~g conditions (decrease in noise, etc.) so
that they should ~,otonce more be exposed to the same hazardii

In the evaluation of hearing 1lIlpairmentwhere auditive defects
are determined by pure tone audiometry and according to the
degree to which conversational area (512-4092 Hz) is affected.
Thus, 1lIlpairmentis evaluated as follows:

upto 30 dB : slight impairment
upto 60 dB medium impairment
upto 80 dB : serious impairment
above 91 dB: hearing is practically lost.

The hearing tests must be carried out by a team of qualified
specialists such as :

a physician-audiologist (or a specialist in ear,
noise and throat specialised in audiology) or an
occupational physician specialised in audilogy.

Q a technician or audiometrician who will be in
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charge of all technical processes.

AUDITIVE EFFECTS OF NOISE

.,

a Maaking - The masked noises of low intensity (in presence
of the higher intensity masking noise) would be less audible
or totally inaudible creating a dangerous situation where
the workers would fail to hear a warning of imminent danger
against which he should seek protection. The situation
would have been safer had the noises containing the warning
signals not been masked. It would be increasingly difficult
to locate a sound source in space in presence intense sound
causing serious consequences as the closeness of danger may
no longer be correctly parceived.



b Pain - High level sounds initially are annoying, then
intolerable and later cause pain. At higher levels (130 dB),
auditory sensation is replaced by pain.
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c Auditory sensation - This is a predetermined motor
response which takes ,place 100 to 4'00ms (reaction time)
after the Aource has emmitee sound. The time varies according
to circumstances and on sound intensity and the physical
and metal condition of the subject. The longer the reaction
time the greater the risk of accident.

d Auditory fatigue - The threshold of perception is increase
of sound level. That is the auditory sensivity is decreased
and this is known as auditory fatigue. This depends on the
duration as well as the intensity of the sound. Intensive
noiee of short duration may cause fatigue similar to that
caused by less intensive noise but of longer duration. For
auditory fatigue to occur sound level must be'at least
60-70 dB. Below this level prolonged noise may not cause
auditory fatigue.

e Pathological effect on hearing - Injury to the ear caused
by very intense noise is called acoustic trsuma.,This is
irreversibleb earing loss. In damages due to industrial
noise, the frequency band .ffected is centered around
4000 Hz. It is important to note that noise~induced
hearinglo~s does not progress after exposure to the noisy
ezlviroll.lllentis terminated. Moving a worker whose hearing
has been d~mage~ by exposure ,to high level'noise to a
quieter zone will tileenough to atop further aggravation
of the inj\l,ry.,

/." .•..
/ ~J.,.:



Effects on other organs of perception:

~;:posu.r~to vor':! htgh noise lcyc!il:I may often di.••tuI'b the

SE\!lJseof ba.lance and g.ive the i.mpra:soion of I1walking ion

" U""' t" dspace. ~gder nO~.6e6 ~ay c£use vcr.1go a~ nausea.

Psychological effects of noise:

It has alr~ady been said that noise by defination ia unde-
sirahle, uncomfortablEt, armoy:tng, etc. and such feeling being
greatly subjective they can be termed as psychological effects

of noise. Such initial reeli,ngs on e:>:posureto noise I"a::r

,"otore pel'l\;;1'."maucearequiring concentration are affected by

001"",. Noiee 1s discomfort:l..ng as it llIost often makes speech

('Solid so.md ."ieo"l) commuDi::",tiondif 1"i.,;ult. The causs-and-

eff"ct r"l"tir,nBhil" bet",,;;n noise and observed mental
clllJcril'ors is not alll'ays eazy to estc.blish. The malaise may be
a feel-inc; "f d.istrees, discomfort, ar>noyanceor surprise •

..
As OOf.\ll as th1~ noise t-J.ppe:-.-.t.r.:1. _ th.e li.stener m~y'be startled

Ol" a~la.rmed. Grt:;duully 8.1.5 th.o noise prolongs a dirf~rent ~ype

of phY6iol"gicn1 reactioL takes place. The listener exposed
to Ivng; pe!'io(ls af i •.1.t.allsG noiso :s\;.f:fers i,rom fa.tigue,

lSi.s~5itude t-m:iHltit:Ut'6 acco:1.!pa.nied by general ciabilitYg This

s;r~ayb-e fc11cwJ!id 'by' lua (L:~veln:prr:~nt of variullB disc.rdere su(;:h
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10S6 of weight and anaemia by mllcb of the reactions are
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EXTRiI.-AUDI'I'IVE EFF£C:f'S O~' HOX.S••-_._-- ...._--.- ..---

There aI'e n:allYextra-auditive eff"cts c..f noilH' which.
fortunat~ly. are mor~ or less rev~rsible. Some of these are:

Amongthe e:ctra-uuditive effects of noise the fol1owi;,g
shcuTdiJoe mentioned:

Effect of noise on the central nel'"VCUS s,ynt=!l1
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•

effect on cerebral
coUa:

effwct ou c~etr~
micro-circulation:

effect of ncise on the
psychomotor aJ~ea:

effect Oll the paycho-
logical. area:

Modiii.cations of the cerebral
bio-elect=ic currents have been
noted;

'i.:d:...-_'...,"..~'•..,1 ,,:, ~:";~~,;.~::.~10 ;;.ha.r.,ce,B j.n.

vaacular tono, the apocl ••l b•."o,"
vessels having & tendency to
speams aud the peripheral vessels
a t'",d'.1r.cyto dilate i

Ii disturlJc;.nce of the psychC,,,otoT
reactions; inuuftici."ntly prcci.se
ilesturesj

the affect of noisu fraq~ently
renulte in disturb~d behaviour.
r.tl'jat~y'i moodineas,' <.rea.i', i.nBolfiuia,
etc.

Extrell,ely int,mse noise gives riSe to giddineB"'. a-lc,ss of

balance .. a heJ;ital1t gait, nE~USe'@l)

Ullder the ,'frect of Tioise the,'e is " tempore-xy increase ill
the activi,ty of the adrenal corte:.: (and of the m,,~.ulla)i

ther<9 is an iucrea"," in the growth hormones of the phpophy.sis.

'j



Effect of noi6e~the organ of 6i~~

Coloured vision is weakened. there is slower receptivity
of visual impressions, adaptation to darkness is slower.

Effect of noise on the
Cardia-vascular system
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effect on the eart :

effect on blood pressure

accelerated pulsations in the
II tIala:-ffiphase ;

increased pressure at the
beginning of stress only. Later
no changes or a slight increase
in distolic pressure; spasms ill
the peripheral blood vessels, the
intensity and duration of which
depend on the. intensity and
duration of the noise.

Effect of ~~the digestive ~~
".

Gastric pains lllayappear (intense spasms of th,epylorus).

Effect of noise on electrolytes------------' --
~ certain amouut of retention of sodium (decreased diuresis)
and loss of potassium.

~ct of~ise On the quality of work and o~~~s~~il
Disturbances in the psychomotor area lead to mistakes in
delicate work. Total productivity (in heavy wOl"lc)is not
decreased.



Effect of no~se on blood

Noise has been observed to affect protein synthesis, an
increase in transaminases and in phosphateses, and an increase
in eosinophils.

The above examples refer to persons who are in good health
(mentally and psychOlogically).

Preventive measure is noise control

It is obvious that prevention is better than cure. frevent~ve
measures aga~nst hear~ng ~pairment requires a combination
of medical and general protection measures and careful use
of personal protection equipment.

Medical protect~on measures incl~:

an audiometric test before recruitment ("audiometrieal
pedigree"). The maximum hearing deficiency in the
conversational area must not exceed 20 d~.

indicative post-stimulus tests during the f~rst
(exam~nation;

the p~r~odical audiometrical teste. These must be
carried out after one, two, three and four months of
employment, and subsequently at regular intervals;

the periodical test may in some cases consist of a
rapid detection test, i.e. one carr~ed out on a
frequency of 4 000 Hz (or 4 000 Hz and 2 000 Hz).
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General medical examinations could already at the recruitment
stage detect a state of health which' makes work in a noisy
environment contra-indicated, such as: epilepsy and other
organic disturbances of the central nervous system; purulent
diseases of the ear and otosclerosis; Cases of vestibulopathy:
manifest disturbances of the vagal and endocrinous system;
serious hypertension; coronary disease; stomach or duodenum
ulcer; a manifest asthenia.

General measures and technical protection include: general
measures, and individ~al measures.

ueneral measures and technical protection are applied according
to the following principles :

planning of industrial sectors

technological ~provement in the work process and
noisy machinery;
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prevention of noise at the source;
"

prevention of noise transmission through floors or other
areas; prevention of resonance;
isolation of workshups and machines, or possibly
enclosing them;

soundproofing workshops (correcting the acoustics by
means of abaorbent substances).

It these measure,s are not sufficient to diminish the noise
effectively, personal protective equipment is used.
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Personal protec~~uipme~or the protection of hearing. .

Means of hearin.g protection must satisfy the following must
satisfy the following essential condition:

they must prevent sufficiently the propagation of noise;

they must not provoke skin irritation in the outer
hearing canal;
they must allow the transmission of si~als for verbal
communication;

they must be easy to wear and clean;

they must not be expensive.

Evaluation of the efficiency of personal protective equipIDent
is based on a determination of the binaural hearing threshold
in the free acoastical fields of persons with normal hearing,
with or without the equipment.

Personal protective equipment may be helmet, earmuff
or earplugs.

The helmet is worn in workplaces where noise intensity is
great.

It decreases noise by an
average of 40-50 dB.

Advantages: it prevents the
propagation of sound waves through
the bone of the cranium. It
protects the skull and may be
fitted with a microphone to allow
social contacts.

Faults: expensive, large and
heavy.
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The earmuff is also used in workplaces with. intensely loud
noi8o.

This decreases noi.3e by
25-~0 dB, and gives batter
protection against high-
pitched sound.

Advantages: it clings to the ear
(Provided it is supplied with a
layer of liquid which clings even
to the folds of spectacle frames).
It supplied with a microphone it
makes conversation possible.

~~: unpleasant to wear in
hot premises or in summer.

Earplugs. are made of various substances and must correspond
to the form of the outer duct. They come in five sizes.
Another type consists of balls of cotton or cottonwool mixed
with wax. Earplugs should be ware only on medical advice.

This decreases noise by
8-}0 dB and gives better
protection against higher
pitched sound.

Advantages: very .chea~, simple
to distribute, ea~y to wear in
workshops with a high temperature.

~~: possible local disturbance,
weak protection. with the ball
variety jaw movements bring about
cracks which allow noise to be
tranSlliitted.

In the case of persons with normal hearing the use of such
equipme~t dimi~shes hearing fatigue and increases the perception
of words (R.C. Coles). It noise above 100 dB is present words
cannot be distinguished either with or pithout personal protective
equipment. In this case conversation requires specially encased
microphones or special signals emitted by machines.



In cases of manifest: deafness the persons concerned have to be
test eci (both with' and withou t personal pI'otective equipment)
to ev~uate their c6~acity to understand words in specific
working conditions in order not to m&te it even more difficult
for them to understand words and sound signals when they are
wearing the protective equipment.

While providing the workers with personal protective e.quipment,
it must be borne in mind that these can not be regarded as
substitutes for technical prevention, Such protections are
mere temporary means until such time as there has been made
sufficient technical improvements. Workers must be induced
and advised to use the personal protective equipment that is
provided. However, workers must not be forced to use any
particular type and they must be free to ohoose between
different types and kinds of personal protective equipment.
All such equipment must be tested for efficiency according to
methods approved by competent authority. Care must be taken
that such devices do not cauae any undersirable effect and
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are comfortable to the
suited individually to
requirement.

user. The device should be. appropriately
, .

each worker's peraonal need and

It is not withing the scope of this study to take into_ consi-
deration the effects of infrasonic (frequencies below 20 H~)
and.ultrasonic (above 20000 H~) waves on the body mainly
because such conditions hardly ever occur in the types of
industries generally found in Bangladesh.



Infrasonic soun,ls are present during the running of
petrol-run lorry engines (10-20 Hz, 90 dB); diesel-run lorry
engines (5-10 Hz, 102-10} dB); jet engines (1-20 Hz, 14} dB)
and in compressor rooms with vibrating stands, turbines, etc.

Ultrasonic Bounds are more rare as they are found when
working with teleacripters (24000 Hz, 40 dB); during
mechanical welding of ships (}8000 Hz, 58 dB); in aeroplane
system engine (24000 Hz, 90 dB); in jet plane engine
(18000 and 27000 Hz, 115 dB).

".
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APPENDIX B
."

Prefahricated acoustic enclosure for personnel protection. (Courtesy
of I"dustrial .-\coustics Co., Jnc.)

i
"I", "

"oj.,t
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ABSORPTIONThe conversion of sound energy into another form of energy,usually heat, when passing through an acoustical medium.
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTRatio of sound absorbing effectiveness, at a specific
frequency, of a unit area of acoustical absorbent to aunit area of perfectly absorptive material.
ACOUSTICS
The science of the production,control,transmission,receptionand effects of sound and of the phenomenon of hearing.
ACGIH
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists
AUDIOMETER
Apparatus for determining a person's sensivity to pure tonesas a function of frequency.
AUDIOMETRIC TESTS
Measurements of prson"s threshold of hearing at selectedfrequencies.
AUDIOMETRY
The science of determining a person's senllivity to pure tonesas a function of frequency.
BACKGROUND NOISE
The total noise in a given environment(Ambient Noise) abovewhich signals must be presented or noise sources measured.
BANDWIDTH(EPFECTIVE NOISE) :
The badnwidth of an ideal filter that would pass the sameamount of _power from a white noise source as the filtBI'
described. Used to define bandwidth of a thrid-octave andoctave filters.

frequency bandwidth, regardless
CONSTANT BANDWIDTH FILTERA filter which has a fixed
of centre frequency.

BRUEL AND KJ~~R(B&K)
Manufacturers of Acoustic Instruments and Equipment forlaboratory and field tests. Based in Denmark.

1..

CONSTANT PERCENTAGE FILTER
A filter whose bandwidth is a fixed percentage of centrefrequency.
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DECIBEL SCALEA linear numbering scale used to define a logarithmicamplitude scale, thereby compressing a wide range ofamplitude values to a small set of numbers.
FREE':"PIEIDAn environment in which there are no reflective surfaces
within the frequency region of interest.
FREQUENCYRate of repetition of a periodic event. Measured in cycles
per second;
FREQUENC Y !NALYS ISObtaining the contributions to the overall signal made bythe individual frequency band by filtering the signal in
bands, whose width depends largely on the ultimate use of
the analysis results.
HEARING CONSERVATION PROGRAMMESEmployed to ensure that each worker is protected although
Noise Codes are designed to protect the vast majority ofworkers. The programme includes plant noise surveys, pre-
employment and periodic hearing tests, interpretation ofhearing tests, and official recordkeeping of noise exposure
and hearing tests.
HEARING LOSSAn increase in the threshold of audibility due to desease,
injury, age or exposure to intense noise.'
HERTZ (Hz)The unit of frequency measurement, representing. cycles per
second.
IMPEDENCE, SPECIFIC ACOUSTICThe complex ratio of d~ic pressure to particle velocityat a point in an acoustic me4ium. Unit called rayls.

INFRASONICSSound at;frequencies below the audible range, below about
16 Hz. .

ISOInternational Standards Organisation '
)

ISOLATIONResistance to the transmission of sound by materials and
structures.

"

""
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LeqContinuous noise which would have the same total A-weightedacoustical enl~rgyas the real fiuctuat1ng noise measured
over the same period of tiJD.e.A-weightedenergy mean of the
noise level a',eraged over the measurement period.
LOUDNESSThe intensive attribute of sound by which sounds areclassified from quiet to loud.
NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT(NRC)The arithmetic av~rage of sound absorption coeefficients of
a material at 250, 500,1000 and 2000 Hz.
OCTAVE FILTERA filter whose upper-to-lower pass~d limits bear a ratio
of 2.

OSHAOccupational Safety and Health Administration
RVERBERATIONThe persistence of sound in an enclosure after a sound
source has been stopped.
REVERBERATION TIME(RT)The time, in seconds, for sound pressure of a specific
frequency to decay 60dB after a sound source is stopped.
ROOT MEAN SQUARE(RMS) .The square root of the arithmetic averageoof a set of
squared instantaneous values.

SABINA measure of sound absorption of a surface. One metricSabin is equivalent to lsq. metre of perfectly..absorptive
surface. .
SOUNDEnergy that is tran~i tted by pressure waves in air orother materials and is the objective cause of the sen~ationof hearing ..Commonly called noIse if unwanted.
SOUND LEVELThe level '.ofsound pressure measured with a sound levelmeter and one of its weighting networks. When A-weighting
is used, the sound level is shown as db(A).
SOUND LEVEL METERAn electronic instrument for measuring the RMS level ofsound in accordance with an accepted national or international
standard. . .
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SOUND POWER
The total sound energy radiated by a source per unit time.
SOUND POWER LEVEL(PWL)
The fundamental measure of sound power.
SOUND PRESSUREThe dynamic variation of atmospheric pressure. The pressureat a point in space minus the static pressure at that point.
SOUND PRESSUHE LEVELThe fundamental measure of sound pressure.
TRANMISSION LOSS (TL)The amount in decibels by which sound is reduced by passing
from one side of a structure to another.
ULTRASONICSound at frequencies aboveabove about 20 kHz.

the audible range,

WEIGHTING NETWORKAn electronic filter in a sound level meter which approximatesunder defined conditions the frequency response of thehuman ear. The A-weighting network is most commonly used.
WHITE NOISEA broadband noise having constant energy per unit of
frequency.

\ J,
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